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The mission of the Pennsylvania Rural Water Association is to work cooperatively
within the industry to support not only its members but all the water and wastewater utilities throughout the Commonwealth
with professional technical support, certified training, legislative representation, and other valuable services and benefits.
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Speed Bumps, Stiletto’s & Idiots
by Penny McCoy
Executive Director
Program Director
pmccoy@prwa.com
As you are probably aware DEP is going to
give four (4) Operator Certification Exams in 2011.
PRWA was fortunate enough to be allowed to give
one of those exams at our Annual Conference on
April 1, 2011. That of course is the good news.  In
order to deliver the bad news, I need to put on my
red shiny three inch Stiletto’s with the pointy toes
and climb up onto my big soapbox.

won’t get their raise until they get all the subclasses
like their boss who took the test 20 years ago has.
Meanwhile I have other people begging for a seat
because they are going to lose their job because
they haven’t been able to test. Okay a guy who
needs his big raise verses a guy who is in jeopardy
of not being able to feed and clothe his kids.
OMG!!!!!!

     The bad news, not necessarily in order:

 People trying to test with no experience or
background in the industry:  The other phone
calls that amaze me are the ones where people just
want to test because they think they might like a
job in this industry, but they really don’t know but
if I can get them a seat they will make it worth my
time. Okay, see above!

 Only 125 seats per test:  In 2002 the
Pennsylvania Legislators passed the draft Operator
Certification Regulation stating that systems
needed to have a certified operator. The same
legislators in 2009 and 2010 passed budgets that
reduced the operating budget of DEP causing the
operator certification program to shutdown (yet
these same legislators keep getting re-elected, how
do you figure that happens?).  DEP has finally
figured out a way thanks to some very dedicated
and persistent DEP employees to do some testing.
The problem, however, is that DEP still does not
have enough funding to hire enough people to
print, package and correct the tests, so 125 at each
test.
 Only 1 test sitting per operator:  Since there
are so many people trying to get tested, there is a
limit of only 1 test sitting per person for 2011. You
may still take as many tests as you can finish in 4
hours, but if you fail anything you cannot take the
test again until 2012. What that means is that you
need to get serious about this and study.
 People losing their jobs verses People worried
about raises:  I am constantly amazed when I get
a phone call from someone who thinks they should
have first priority in getting a test seat because they


 Operators whining while refusing to take
responsibility: My all time favorite phone call
was from a guy who had worked at the same
system for 20 years. For the past 20 years his
inspector had written on his annual inspection,
this operator must get certified. For 20 years he
and his system ignored this sentence until the
system got a new inspector. You know the kindyoung, eager and trying to make a name. This new
inspector gave the system 30 days to get this guy
certified. Hello new inspector, NO TESTS! The
new inspector in 30 days put the system under a
compliance order involving a daily fine until they
got a certified operator. I then get the call from
the operator telling me I must get him a test seat
because he has gotten fired for not getting certified
and he now needs to get certified so his lawsuit
against the system has more meat.  OMG!!!!!!!!
 165 People on a Waitlist: In August 2010
we were fortunate enough to be able to provide
four (4) certification tests; the response to those
1-800-653-PRWA
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tests was overwhelming. We accommodated as
many operators as DEP allowed us within the
guidelines that the Certification Board set. Those
guidelines limited us to 300 seats of which half
of those testing had to be non-PRWA members.
We also were asked to take the waiting lists of
several other exam providers, and to pay for the
sites and the proctors, which we gladly did. Our
only goal was to provide certification tests. We
had over 500 people apply to take those tests and
one site (Reading) filled up within two hours of
posting the test on our website. We provided seats
for people that proved to us they were in jeopardy
of losing their jobs by asking other people to give
up their seats, which they did. If the Certification
Board had allowed us more seats we would have
gladly paid for bigger sites, more proctors and
whatever else it would have taken, but once again
we were faced with those budget cuts that limited
the abilities of the DEP staff. So, we all did the
best we could under the circumstances. However
the circumstances left us with a waiting list of 165
people and 125 seats.

WWW.PRWA.COM

     So this is how we picked the 125 lucky people
who will be taking the test in April.
 Already completed paperwork from August
 Time and date stamp on completed paperwork
 Gave up their seat in August
I realize this wasn’t the best method for choosing
those for the April test, but it was the fairest
method. Do I feel bad for all those who didn’t get
a seat this round?  You bet I do.  If it was up to me
I would have tested 1,000 people, but it was not
up to me. So to all those who didn’t get a seat, I’m
sorry. Try getting a seat with AWWA, PWEA or
WWOAP.
     I will climb down from my soapbox now,
because all this venting has made my feet hurt.
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PRWA to Award Scholarship to
Pennsylvania Students
by Joseph Falcone
Executive Director/Chief Financial Officer
jfalcone@prwa.com

I am pleased to finally be able to share with
you a new initiative for our association in 2011.  Our
board of directors approved a plan to provide two
scholarships for Pennsylvania students on an annual
basis.  One scholarship will go to the 4th grade class
that submits the best presentation outlining where
the clean water coming out of their kitchen sink
comes from and why it is safe to drink.  The second
scholarship will go to the best presentation from
10th grade students.  This presentation will be more
technical and follow educational guidelines set forth
by the state.  
Each winning class will be given $1,000.00
to be used for the good of the class as directed by
the teacher.  The winning presentations will also be

WWW.PRWA.COM

featured in our Keystone Tap Magazine.    
We are excited about starting this scholarship
as we feel that it will help educate our students
about the environment, the communities where they
live, and the importance of their local water and
wastewater treatment facilities.  Most importantly,
we want to shine some light on the important job you
are doing out there and possibly create some future
operators.
This scholarship will start with the 20112012 school year and the first winners will be
announced in early 2012. So, please help us spread
the word to your local schools
and direct anyone to get more
information at www.prwa.com.  
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Where is this in PA?

?

?
?

?

?

This photo is of a unique landmark in Pennsylvania. If you know where, fax your
answer to 814-353-9341 or e-mail it to prwa@prwa.com! A winner will be chosen from
a drawing of the correct submissions and awarded a prize! The answer and winner will
be announced in the next issue of The Keystone Tap. Good luck!
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We’ll See You at the 2011 Conference!
March 29-April 1, 2011: Penn Stater Hotel
& Conference Center
PRWA Board of Directors:

Top row from left: George Crum, President, Herb Mattern, District
3, Dennis Beck, Secretary Middle row: Bob Blough II, Vice
President, Dave Quinn, Treasurer, Blaine Rhoades, District 6
Bottom Right: Guy Shaffer, Asst. Secretary/Treasurer

Many will enter...

Pride of Pennsylvania Water
Tasting Contest: 2011 PRWA
Annual Conference
To Enter Your Water System:
1. Collect 1 gallon of water from
your system.
2. Label the container with your
system’s information.

...but there can only be
one champion.

3. Bring your sample to the
Registration Desk during
Conference before 12 p.m. on
Wednesday, March 30th.
4. Encourage everyone to vote
for PA’s best tasting water!
Winner will be announced on
Thursday during the Closing
Celebration. Good Luck!

May the best glass win!
WWW.PRWA.COM
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The Settleometer Test
by John Buskirk
Wastewater Training Technician
jbuskirk@prwa.com
I hope you had an enjoyable winter and look
forward to spring.  This quarter, I’d like to discuss the
settleometer test, which I find to be one of the most
useful tools available to operators in troubleshooting
the activated sludge process.  It’s quick, easy and full
of valuable information if done properly.   Some of
the questions that I’ll address include:  (1) How long
does it take?  (2) How often should you take readings  
(3) What exactly are you looking for?  (4) What will
a settleometer test tell you in the end?    To be an
effective troubleshooter you need the proper tools to
assist you in your decision-making.  I hope this article
will present you with another tool to troubleshoot your
process in a more efficient way.
The purpose of the settleometer test is to
simulate what is taking place in your clarifier.  While
a turbid environment is created in the aeration tank, a
very calm area is created in the clarifier so that solid’s
separation will take place.  Sludge enters the clarifier
from the aeration tank and settles out, hopefully
creating a nice clear effluent (supernatant) discharging
over the clarifier weirs.   Therefore, the place where
you collect the settleometer sample is very important.  
The settleometer sample should be collected in a wellmixed area in the aeration tank,  just before entering
the clarifier.   This sample should then be taken to
the lab and run immediately (within 15 minutes).  
Biological activity will continue to take place in this
sample and settling results will be skewed if the test is
not run promptly.
The selection of testing equipment is also
important.  Choosing a wide-mouth settleometer over
a tall graduated cylinder will give you a much better
representation of what’s taking place in your clarifier.  
The settleometer has a scale from top to bottom
that allows you to document your settled sludge
volume (SSV) throughout the testing period.  SSV is
determined by reading the scale at the top of the sludge
blanket in your settleometer.  



Another important aspect in selecting your
settling device is choosing glass over plastic.   Using
glass gives you a much clearer magnified view
when inspecting the clarity of your supernatant and
identifying any particles (straggler / pin floc) that may
be in suspension.  The view through plastic is not as
clear and therefore may skew your view of what is
happening.   In addition, the inside walls of a plastic
settleometer will scratch over time creating crevasses
where sludge will attach and alter the settling, leading
to false readings.   
How long should you run the test?   A
settleometer test should be observed for sixty minutes
with readings taken every five minutes for the first
thirty minutes and every ten minutes during the next
thirty minutes, documenting the SSV reading at each
interval.   During this time you are also looking for
the settling characteristics, clarity of the supernatant,
and settling rate (SSV).   Some of the characteristics
to look for include:   (1) Is the sludge flocculating
(coming together) to form a uniformed blanket or is
it dispersed?  (2) Is the interface well-defined or is it
ragged?  (3) Is the supernatant clear or turbid?  (4) If
the supernatant is turbid is there definite appearance
of pin floc (indicating old sludge) or straggler floc
(indicating young sludge)?  (5) Is the sludge bulking
(staying in suspension), settling uniformly (steady)
through out test, or is it dropping like a rock?
With these observations in mind, what is this
test indicating?  For a SSV target, you are looking for
settling characteristics to show steady settling with a
thirty minute SSV reading around 300 – 500.  A slow
settling sludge with a SSV after thirty minutes above
500 would be an indication of a younger sludge age
while a fast settling sludge with an SSV below 300
would be indicative of an old sludge.  What gets tricky
is determining whether a slow settling sludge is caused
from young / old sludge or is it caused by filamentous?
If you don’t have a microscope to assist in making this
determination you can perform a diluted settleometer
test to determine the cause of a bulking sludge.  

1-800-653-PRWA
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To perform this test you will need to pour two
settleometer samples.   The first settleometer sample
should use 100% sludge from your aeration tank
(Sample “A”) and the second settleometer sample
should be a mix of 50% activated sludge from your
aeration tank and 50% un-chlorinated effluent (Sample
“B”).  Obtain the results every five minutes for thirty
minutes on both samples as if you are performing an
actual settleometer test.  Once the test is complete you
will be able to determine if you have filamentous /
young sludge bulking or just too much sludge under
aeration.
If you don’t see much difference in either
sample “A” or “B” more than likely you have
filamentous or young sludge.  To assist in identifying
and determining the correct action plan to resolve your
settling issues there are a few things you will need to
do.  This is where you will need to put your operator
skills into action and try to fully understand what’s
going on in your process.  There are some observations
you will want to take into consideration.  What is the
color of the foam on the aeration tank?  If it’s white
billowing foam, then more than likely it’s young
sludge and you will want to decrease your wasting rate
to try and build up your solids under aeration.  If it’s
a darker brown foam, there’s a good chance you are
experiencing filamentous bulking.  At this point you
would want to perform a microscopic examination
to determine the certainty of this evaluation.   If you
do have filamentous you will want to put together a
plan to get your filamentous problem under control
and determine the cause so that a prevention plan can
eliminate this problem from recurring again in the
future.
If you observe a significant difference in your
evaluation after thirty minutes, then this would be
an indication of excessive solids under aeration.   To
resolve this problem and get your settleometer to settle
in a range where your process operates more efficient
(300 – 500 SSV) you would want to increase your
wasting to remove more solids from your process.  
There is much more to take into consideration
when evaluating your activated sludge process.  When
being confronted with the above scenarios there are
many other factors with which to follow-up.   Are
your return pumps / airlifts operating properly so that
proper return rates are being maintained?  Are clarifier
inlets clear of debris allowing proper flow of sludge
into clarifier?  Has a good maintenance program been
established to help prevent malfunction of equipment?  
Is a daily visual inspection being conducted before

WWW.PRWA.COM

What do the
results from
this test tell
you and
what would
you do?

and after the work day?  And more importantly, are
other tests being conducted on a regular basis to assist
you in your daily operational decisions?  
If you didn’t have the settleometer tool in
your operational tool bag before now, I hope that it
will be beneficial to you in the future.   Please feel
free to contact me with any questions you may have
about this article or any other problems you may be
experiencing at your facility.  I’m looking forward to
our spring conference and I hope to see you there.
Until next time be safe, and I’ll see
ya by the stream,
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Act 220 Designations,
Implications, and CARP

by Matt Genchur, Source Water Protection Manager
Source Water Protection Specialist
mgenchur@prwa.com

In November of 2010, the Statewide Water
Resources Committee of Act 220 met to decide
which watersheds would move forward to become
designated as critical water planning areas (CWPA).  
After some debate among the committee members,
the final verdict was that three watersheds would
move forward (river basin):
-Laurel Hill Creek Watershed (Ohio)*
-Back Creek Watershed (Ohio)*
-Marsh/Rock Creek Watershed (Potomac)
*of note, these two watersheds are adjacent and will
be planned for collectively
In addition, there were four other watersheds
that were placed on a “watch” list (river basin):

  

-Little Lehigh Watershed (Delaware)
-Brodhead Creek Watershed (Delaware)
-Sugar Creek Watershed (Upper/Middle
Susquehanna)
-Spring Creek Watershed (Upper/Middle  
Susquehanna)

With designation comes action.   After a
formal memorandum was enacted by PA DEP
Secretary John Hanger in December, each of these
watersheds will now receive extra attention from the
Department in the form of increased planning and
coordination as it pertains to water resources.  These
areas were selected after a multi-year, multi-faceted
research approach that helped to understand the basic
water balances, stressors, and future development
considerations.  The culmination of the work in the
last few years now leads us down a new path of
creating Critical Area Resource Plans (CARP) for
each watershed.
So, what’s in a CARP?  From the Act directly,
the following are the components of a Critical Area
Resource Plan:
10

Subchapter B Sec 3112(D)
(5) The Critical Area Resource Plans Shall
Include:
(I)  An identification of existing and future
reasonable and beneficial uses.
(II)  A water availability evaluation,
including a quantitative assessment of the
available water resources and their relationship to
the existing and future reasonable and beneficial
uses.
(III)  An identification of the quantity of
water available for new or increased uses of water
inthe forseeable future and an identification of
quantities required for future water uses associated
with planned projects or developments.
(IV)  An assessment of water quality issues
that have a direct and substantial effect on water
resource availability.
(V)  A consideration of storm water and
floodplain management within the critical water
planning area and their impacts on water quality
and quantity.
(VI)  Identification of existing and potential
adverse impacts on uses or conflicts among users
or areas of the critical water planning area and
identification of alternatives for avoiding or
resolving such conflicts.
(VII)  An identification of practicable
supply-side and demand-side alternatives for
assuring an adequate supply of water to satisfy
existing and future reasonable and beneficial uses.
(6) Critical Area Resource Plans shall be
constructed as a component of the State Water
Plan and may be implemented voluntarily.
Of note in these two sections is the
last point – “may be implemented voluntarily.”
When it was passed, Act 220 did not include any
stipulations of regulation.  There were some new
1-800-653-PRWA
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processes that were created (i.e. registering water
uses), but nothing specific that stated that as a result
of the Act that any process, control, etc. would be
changed or added.  This is a key point to consider as
these plans continue to be crafted.
If you live in either of these watersheds,
work is already beginning on the CARPs.   In fact,
the Laurel Hill Creek has been working on a more
general watershed management plan for the past
few years.  The current working committee will be
modified to include members from Back Creek and
other necessary persons of interest.   In the Marsh/
Rock Creek, the Interstate
Commission on the Potomac
River Basin (ICPRB) has
stepped up to lead the effort
to create that CARP.   Both
projects have already received
full funding to complete them.  
Both projects also have direct
personnel support from PRWA.  
Nate Merkel and I are acting as
representatives in the Marsh/
Rock Creek Watershed and
Robin Montgomery is serving
on the Laurel Hill and Back
Creek Watershed project as a
new addition to the previous
work.
             These CARPs won’t work
unless the local constituents
are willing to take ownership
and make them work.   The
process will play out, solutions
will be proposed, but action
will require collaboration,
understanding, and open minds
and ears.   The goal is cleaner
and more abundant waters for
all to use.   Please learn more
about how to support the
process and do your part.

WWW.PRWA.COM
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ChloRun is extending an invitation for all potable water systems to participate in
U.S. Market Tests with ChloRun's safe, convenient, and effective water disinfection
system. All chemicals and equipment will be provided during the trial period at no
cost in exchange for data and photos for marketing purposes.
Features:
• Ships DOT non hazardous
• No fouling or scaling
• Automatic operation
• Solid, gran ular product
• Small foot print
• EPA and NSF approved
• Active ingredient recommended by WHO
Benefits:
• Safe for transport and use
• No more maintenance headaches
• Fresh solution delivered 2417
• Minimal storage area needed and long shelf-life
• Easily adapted to remote unmanned facilities
Call John Chambers today at 484·336·0591
to participate, limited trials will be offered.

---12
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Certification
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Meters: Your Cash Registers
by Glenn Cowles
Water Circuit Rider
gcowles@prwa.com
Any viable business must be able to determine how
much product it is making and selling and if the
product is profitable. Water is a business, and the best
way for a water utility to measure or account for the
water produced and then sold, is by using water meters.
The potential for revenue loss can be staggering if the
system has a large number of meters significantly
under registering.
Why are meters important?
They make it possible to charge customers in
proportion to the amount of water they use.
They allow the system to demonstrate
accountability.
They are fair for all customers because they record
specific usage.
They encourage customers to conserve water
(especially as compared to flat rates).
They allow a utility system to monitor the volume of
finished water it puts out.
They aid in the detection of leaks and water line
breaks in the distribution system.
In order to assure water is being accounted
for accurately, meters need to be selected, installed,
operated and maintained using generally accepted
industry standards. Meters should be regularly calibrated
and tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations or the guidelines recommended by
the American Water Works Assn. (AWWA) Manual
for Water Meters-Selection, Installation, Testing, and
Maintenance (AWWA M6).
For meters to be effective, they must accurately
read the amount of water flowing through them.  
Proper testing and maintenance procedures should be
in place to assure accuracy. Water meters should be
tested before use, when removed from service, when a
customer makes a request or complaint, and after any
repair or maintenance. Water meters are subject to wear
and deterioration which is a function of how much
the meter is used and the quality of the water. Over a
period of time, meter efficiency decreases and meters
fail to start operating under low flows. Meters rarely
over register, although your customers may think they
do.

14

The AWWA recommends that meters in service
be tested, on average, as follows:
Meter sizes 5/8 in. to 1 in = Every 10 years
Meter sizes 1 in. to 4 in. = Every 5 years
Meter sizes 4 in. and larger = Every year
It is advisable to provide for more frequent
tests of large meters on the basis that an error in their
registration has a greater effect on customer equity,
utility credibility and on revenue issues. Older meters
and those registering the largest volume should be
given priority, since they generally read low.
 Ensure that meters are appropriately sized. If a meter  
is too large for a customer, it will typically underregister water use, resulting in lower revenues.
 A regularly scheduled meter-testing program would
ensure meter accuracy for the utility.
 Install master meters at all water sources (produced   
or purchased) and test at least once a year and calibrate
as necessary to the printed recommendations of the
meter manufacturer.
Testing meters is not very complicated. It
usually involves removing the meter, if it cannot be
tested in place, and testing on a test bench at high,
medium and low flow rates. Many small water systems
are now simply disposing of worn meters and replacing
them with new, allowing them to change the style
of meter with new features such as remote read out
accessories.
Water meters help utilities collect the revenue
they are due, but meters can only perform these feats
if they are accurate. Inaccurate water meters not only
result in lost income for often cash-strapped utilities,
they also prevent utilities from realizing the potential
for greater savings. Accurate assessment of water usage
is vital in keeping utility bills low and conserving water
in drought conditions.

References:   American Water Works Association: Water Transmission and
Distribution, Second Edition
American Water Works Association: Water Distribution Operator Training
Handbook, Third Edition
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Big Prize!
Big Trophy!
Big Excitement!
Wednesday
Night
at 8:00 p.m.
Sign up to play at
the conference

registration desk!

WWW.PRWA.COM
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Calendars & Calculations
by Kurt McFadden
Wastewater Training Technician
kmcfadden@prwa.com
Hello Everyone, I hope all is well with you.
It has been a very busy time here at PRWA. The
ever-changing requirements of our industry require
all of us to keep current with new regulations and
requirements. I would like to thank all of you who
share emails and phone calls keeping me current on
some of the challenges you face in your systems.
     I truly enjoy teaching some of the Math classes and
Chemical Dosage classes here at PRWA, it has given
me a chance to get to know and work with many of
you. I have made some observations as to common
errors made in mathematical calculations that can be
avoided.
     When a formula requires you to square a number,
that means taking that number times itself, not times 2.
An example would be 6 squared is equal to 36 (6x6 =
36 ) NOT  ( 6x2 = 12 ), a big difference and this error
causes the entire calculation to be incorrect. If you
are having problems with this I recommend entering
the values directly into your calculator and not using
the square key. This should help you to avoid this
common error. As an instructor I do not like to see
someone work a calculation completely through and
end up with the incorrect answer because a mistake
was made early in the problem. Everyone has made
these types of errors, so avoid the frustration and take
your time.
       One of the calculations that is submitted on
our DMR’s every month is the Weekly averagealso referred to as the “average weekly,” this is the
arithmetic mean of all the results over a calendar
week, from Sunday through Saturday, for a specific
pollutant. Generally the maximum weekly average
value is reported on DMR’s. I have had some questions
about this calculation recently. If a month ends in
the middle of the week and the Weekly Average is
calculated using less than the seven days required,
a false number is reported. An example would be in
calculating inflow during a heavy rain or melt off
period. If flows are high for two days at the end of
the month and the month ends on Tuesday, some folks
would use Sunday, Monday and Tuesday flow data and
divide by three. This would give you a high average
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and possibly cost you a Weekly Average violation
because the calculation was not done correctly.
      Since Weekly Averages are based on a calendar
week of Sunday to Saturday, the first week of the
month for reporting always begins on Sunday, and
the last week of the month ends on a Saturday. In the
event a week is split between two months, the Average
Weekly value for that week will be reported with the
month containing the most days of the week.
     I hope this information is helpful and answers some
questions about calculating the Weekly Average. I
look forward to hearing from you with questions or
comments to kmcfadden@prwa.com.
Regards,

1-800-653-PRWA
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* Hot Ta ps: %" - 36"

* Wet Taps: ¥." - 36'
*
*

PRO TAPPING & PIPE FREEZING
8 WeSt lake Avenue

line Stops: •;,• - 3 6"

* Medford. New Jersey 08055

(8S6) 983-S44l

Pipe Free zes: 'h" - 30'

* CI/DI EZ Valve Insertions.: 4• - 16•

Fax (856) 985-8621
www.protapping.com
info@ protapping.com

*

Valve Insertions for
Copper & Carbon

Steel Pipe: 1h " - 2"

* Ultrasonic
Pipe/Tank
Wall Thickness Testing
* Specialty Valves & Fitdngs

CALL FOR ADDITIONAL PRESSURE TAPPING AND RELATED SERVICES

It might just be the most important

can you ever have to make.

~~m M~lUJ~

sensus
The Measure of the Future
Many thanJ:s to our sponsor!

~©~
PRWA Annual Conference
Wednesday, March 30, 20II
7:3op.m.
REQUIRED CALLS:
Old Hen Yelps
Cluck or Putt
Kee-KeeRun
Fly Down
Caller's Choice

: WWW.PRWA.COM
-------------------------------------------------------------------------~
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Where in PA Answer:
Eliza Iron Furnace in Vintondale, PA:

One of the best preserved hot blast furnaces with
original heat exchanger piping at its top. Fired by
charcoal beginning in 1846, it shipped about 1,000
tons of crude iron annually to Pittsburgh over three
years. It was manned by a force of 90 men and
boys with 45 horses and mules until its financial
failure in the late 1840’s during a depression in the
iron industry.

Congratulations!

Rick Pope of Hollidaysburg Borough,
winner of the Winter 2010 Where in PA!
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MORE THAN ATEAM OF FINANCIAL EXPERTS...
IIOU IJKI A TROOP OF
SPICULISTS WITH A IIISSION
TO SAVE YOIJ IIONIY!
(9
March over to the PRWA Financial Services Booth during the 2011 Annual
Conference to discuss the many services that are developed and available
specificallyfor the needs of water and wastewater systems in Pennsylvania!

~®~@~ ~~®~~®~ ~@MM@®
©®00®©l10®UiJ~ ~ 8UD~Wtr~llD©® *~OfJiltr®&J©!Ju

~ @wOn@®

©lf®@liHl ©tilrr@l

fPlf®©®~@DlJiJ@J
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We look fo rwar d t o meeting you at
Conferen ce or anytime you 'd like to
discu ss solu tion s fo r your system!
PRWA Financial Services, j oseph Falcone
800-653-PRWA
jfalcon e@ prwa.com

Billing, Collections, Loans, & Leasing
Bud Bullock & Ed Watson
866-328-PRWA
Insurance, Rich Dyer
866-328-PRWA
eNETPAY: Online Payment Processing
Tony Worley
866-328-PRWA
PRWA Swift:Reach , Jeff Alward
201-236-8625 (ext. 8115)

Radwan • 412.996.8613
bradwan@utilityservice.com • Renfrew. PA
EastemPA

Russell Brown • 717.443.8136

Save Time. Save Money. Save Energy.
PRWA Financial Services

russbrown@utllffyservice.com • Mechanicsburg, PA
www.ullhtysorvlc:e.com
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Source Water Protection
by Don Muir
Source Water Protection Specialist
dmuir@prwa.com
In my last article I talked about contingency
planning and being prepared in the event you lose
your water source. Source contamination, equipment
failure, or natural disaster, it doesn’t matter, you have
lost your water source and you need an alternative
source of water.
Pumps and treatment equipment are going
to break down, severe weather events are going to
occur and water mains are going to break. It’s going
to happen and that’s where emergency response
planning and contingency planning come into play.
What about your water source becoming
contaminated? You have more control here. The
1996 reauthorization of the Safe Drinking Water
Act required every state to “assess the drinking
water sources serving public water systems for
their susceptibility to pollution” and provide these
assessments to the water system. The assessments
provide a map of the source water recharge area.
For surface water systems the assessment shows the
watershed upstream from the intake. For groundwater
systems, the assessment shows general groundwater
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flow direction and in most cases an approximate 10
year time of groundwater travel.
Once you have an idea of where your water
comes from, you can start to develop a plan to
protect it. In addition to groundwater flow direction
and recharge area, the  assessments provide a list of
potential contaminants to the water source and ranks
the contamination risks from “A” to “F” with “A”
being the highest risk.  The assessments are a starting
point for developing your Source Water Protection
plan. Keep in mind though, that what the assessment
says is a risk may not actually be a risk based on
your knowledge of the specific area. For example,
agriculture may be ranked as a high risk but you
know that the fields have been fallow for the past
5 years. Or, since the assessments were performed,
the farm fields may have been sub-divided into
residential lots or developed into an industrial park
or shopping center, completely changing the risk to
the water source.
Do you have your assessment? If you are a
community water system, it was sent to you. Larger
systems may have actually had
a public meeting hosted by
DEP to present the assessment.
Assessments for Transient and
Non-Transient systems are
available from DEP.
Source Water Protection is
an on-going process as risks
to the water source change
but it does not have to be a
big dollar endeavor. Start with
non-regulatory methods such
as educating the general public
and other public officials of the
need to protect the water source.
There is an enormous amount
1-800-653-PRWA
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of information available to address potential sources
of contamination on PRWA’s source water protection
website:
http://www.sourcewaterprotection.org/
Step_4/stp4.html
On the other hand, if you are interested in
regulatory methods to protect your water source(s)
and want to develop an ordinance to control activities
around your water source, you are going to have to
have a more defined determination of your water
source.
Recharge area:   The delineation of the
recharge area needs to be performed by a professional
geologist so that if someone wants to challenge your
ordinance and locate, let’s say a gas station, close
to your water source, you have a professional’s
report telling you where your water comes from. Pa.
DEP’s Source Water Protection Technical Assistance
Program (SWPTAP) may be able to help you with
the delineation. Draft ordinances can also be found
at the PRWA source water protection website.
Consider attending PRWA’s “Protecting Your
Drinking Water Sources: A Hands-On Course”. In
this class a PRWA Source Water Protection Specialist
will work one-on-one with you to develop a Source
WWW.PRWA.COM

Water Protection plan specifically for your system.
In addition to the Source Water protection plan, you
will be provided your Source Water Assessment,
maps of your Source Water Protection area, DEP’s
Emergency Response Plan template, PRWA’s
Vulnerability Assessment, and examples of public
educational materials. An on-site visit will also be
made to your system to help you assess the risks to
your water source(s).
There are things you can control and there
are things you can’t control. You can control at least
some of the risks to your water source(s). “An ounce
of prevention is worth a pound of cure”. If you need
assistance locating information on a specific threat
to your water source or developing a plan to protect
you water source(s), give PRWA a call.
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2011 PRWA Conference
Opening Session:
Dr. Michael Johnson:
Texas Cowboy

A little bit
about Dr.
Johnson:  
Dr. Michael
Johnson,
Texas
cowboy,
award
winning
author, and
national
magazine
columnist
has entertained, educated and
Don’t miss the once-in-a-lifetime chance
inspired audiences from Disney
to hear from this famous, funny, and
World to Canada with his flair for
down-to-earth author and speaker!
storytelling and talent for humor.  
A former professional rodeo
cowboy, university professor and
upper level manager in industry,
Michael shares a unique blend of
academic and real-life experience
wrapped in wholesome humor.

7:30 a.m. Wednesday,
March 30, 2011

He’s the best storyteller I have ever heard
in my life.” -Jim Stovall, Author of The
Success Secrets of Super Achievers
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Gibson-Thomas Engineering Co., Inc.
Consulting Engineers
ISO 9001:2008 Certified

Provid in g Consulting Engineering Services Si n ce 1916
• Wate r Distr i bution & Treat ment • \Vastewater Collection & Treatment •H ighway & Bridge Design
• Const ruction Ma nagement • En vironmental Se r vices •Stor mwa te r Management •S urveying & Land
Deve lopment •H ydrau lic & Hydrolog ic Stu dies
Corporate Office:
1004 Ligonie r S t.
Latro be, PA 15 65 0
Ph o ne (724 ) 539 -8 5 62

Harrisbu r g A r ea Office:
Phone: (717) 6 12-9880

Clarion A r ea Office:
Phone: (724) S26-2 190

GTEma I n@glbson-thomu.co m

www.glbso n-tho mu.e:om

ao11 1\pral Water
HOW CAN YOU PLAY. WIN.
& SUPPORT PRWA!

lbtflle

HOW CANAN
ASSOCIATE DONATE?
Simply call or e-mail the
PRWA office to let us know
the prize you plan to
donate: 814-353-9302
amurrell@prwa.com

I. Shop around and see the $1,000s
in great donated prizes!
2. Decide on your favorite prizes that
you want to take home with you!

ALL donations will be
recognized widl a
sign featuring
your CORfiiiY's logo!

3. Purchase tickets to enter the drawing
to win each prize. The more tickets
you enter, the better your chances of
winning!
4. Cross your fingers and hope to be a lucky
winner!
All raffle proceeds support small water and
wastewater systems in Pennsylvania!

Pitts bu rg h A r ea Office :
Phone: (724) 93S -8 188

A

Thank you so much for
your support!
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U.S. Says Too Much
Fluoride in Water;
recommended limit
to be lowered
By MIKE STOBBE,
Associated Press
ATLANTA — Fluoride in drinking water — credited
with dramatically cutting cavities and tooth decay —
may now be too much of a good thing. It’s causing
spots on some kids’ teeth.
A reported increase in the spotting problem
is one reason the federal government will soon
announce plans to lower the recommended limit for
fluoride in water supplies — the first such change in
nearly 50 years.
About 2 out of 5 adolescents have tooth
streaking or spottiness because of too much fluoride,
a surprising government study found recently. In
some extreme cases, teeth can even be pitted by
the mineral — though many cases are so mild only
dentists notice it.
Health officials note that most communities

have fluoride in their water supplies, and toothpaste
has it too. Some kids are even given fluoride
supplements.
The U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services is announcing a proposal to change the
recommended fluoride level to 0.7 milligrams per
liter of water while the Environmental Protection
Agency will review whether the maximum cutoff of
4 milligrams per liter is too high.  The standard since
1962 has been a range of 0.7 to 1.2 milligrams per
liter.
Unexpectedly common problem
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
reports that the splotchy tooth condition, fluorosis,
is unexpectedly common in kids ages 12 through 15.
And it appears to have grown much more common
since the 1980s.
“One of the things that we’re most concerned
about is exactly that,” said an administration official
who was not authorized to speak publicly before
the release of the report. The official described
the government’s plans in an interview with The
Associated Press.
The government also is expected to release

An ISO 9001 Registered Company

Mission Possible

Anti-Cavitation
Valve

Whether your mission is to solve cavitation concerns due to high
pressure differentials or to measure the flow of water in your system,
Singer Valve has a solution for you. Our unique anti-cavitation control
valves have dual sliding stainless steel chambers to direct and contain
the cavitation process to reduce noise and vibration. While our
Metering Valve system gives you accurate flow readings of +/- 3%.
Whatever your need is, we have a Singer solution perfect for you.
For more information, visit singervalve.com
106-2SC-MV with Metering System

A & E Associates
Suite 104 – 42 Read's Way
New Castle Corporate Commons, New Castle, DE 19720
Tel: (302) 378 3980, Fax: (302) 689 4385, E-mail: rvtingle@aol.com
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two related EPA studies which look at the ways
Americans are exposed to fluoride and the potential
health effects. This shift away from government’s
long-standing praise of the benefits of fluoride is
sure to re-energize groups that still oppose it.
Fluoride is a mineral that exists naturally
in water and soil. Scientists in the early 1940s
discovered that people who lived where water
supplies naturally had more fluoride also had fewer
cavities. Some locales have naturally occurring
fluoridation levels above 1.2.
Today, most public drinking water supplies
are fluoridated, especially in larger cities. Counting
everyone, including those who live in rural areas,
about 64 percent of Americans drink fluoridated
water.
Fluoridation has been fought for decades
by people who worried about its effects, including
conspiracy theorists that feared it was a plot to make
people submissive to government power.
Maryland is the most fluoridated state, with
nearly every resident on a fluoridated water system.
In contrast, only about 11 percent of Hawaii residents
are on fluoridated water, according to government
statistics.
Drinking water patterns have changed over
the years, so that some stark regional differences in
fluoride consumption are leveling out. There was
initially a range in recommended levels because
people in hotter climates drank more water. But with
air conditioning and sodas, Americans in the South
and Southwest don’t necessarily consume more
water than those in colder states, said one senior
administration official.
Fluorosis is considered the main downside related
to fluoridation.
According to the CDC, nearly 23 percent of
children ages 12-15 had fluorosis in a study done in
1986 and 1987. That rose to 41 percent in the more
recent study, which covered the years 1999 through
2004.
“We’re not necessarily surprised to see this
slow rise in mild fluorosis,” Dr. William Kohn,
director of the CDC’s division of oral health, said in
a recent interview.
Cavities still a worry
Health officials have hesitated to call
it a problem, however. In most kids, it’s barely
noticeable; even dentists have trouble seeing it,
WWW.PRWA.COM

and sometimes don’t bother to tell their unknowing
patients. Except in the most severe cases, health
officials considered the discoloring of fluorosis to
be a welcome trade-off for the protection fluoride
provides against cavities.
“One of water fluoridation’s biggest
advantages is that it benefits all residents of a
community — at home, work, school, or play. And
fluoridation’s effectiveness in preventing tooth decay
is not limited to children, but extends throughout
life, resulting in improved oral health,” said HHS
Assistant Secretary for Health Dr. Howard Koh, in a
statement.
Indeed, many health leaders continue to be
worried about cavities, particularly among poor
families with kids who eat a lot of sweets but don’t
get much dental care. The American Public Health
Association in November adopted a resolution
calling for coordinated programs to be established
at public health, dental and medical clinics to offer
fluoride varnish — a highly concentrated lacquer
painted on teeth to prevent cavities.
Health and Human Services Secretary
Kathleen Sebelius could make a final decision within
a few months, the administration official said.
25
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Hydrants
by Dave Muzzy
Chief Staff Officer
Water Circuit Rider
dmuzzy@prwa.com
The fire hydrant is so common that we hardly
notice it. Yet they play a vital role in public safety.
In their 200-year history, fire hydrants have saved
countless lives and billions of dollars.
The fireplugs date back to the 1600s, when
firefighters would drill holes in wooden street mains
to provide water for bucket brigades. Afterward, they
stopped each hole with a wooden plug and marked
the location in case the plug was needed again. After
fire destroyed three-quarters of London in 1666, the
city installed new mains with predrilled holes and
plugs that rose above the ground level.
The evolution of the fire-plug into the hydrant
is sparsely documented. In the 1700s, valves began
to replace the simple wood stoppers, and firefighters
began carrying portable standpipes with vertical
outlets which were inserted into the plugs. This basic
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configuration is still in wide use in Britain and other
European nations.
The word hydrant seems to appear for the first
time in connection with Philadelphia’s municipal
water system, which began
construction in 1799. The
Philadelphia
waterworks,
which
employed
steam
pumps to draw water from the
Schuylkill River, supplied a
system of hydrants, which at
least initially were used both
for firefighting and as a source
of sanitary water for the city’s
poor. The hydrant consisted of
a cast-iron standpipe enclosed
in a polygonal wooden housing. 1850-1900 Hydrant
When hoses began to replace the city’s bucket
brigades after 1803, the hydrants were outfitted with
suitable nozzles.
In the winter months, these essential weapons
in the battle against fire were under constant assault
by ice. On the coldest nights, watchmen inspected
the hydrants hourly, releasing small amounts of water
to prevent freezing. Water
won’t freeze as long as it
stays inside mains buried
below the frost line. An
obvious but mechanically
difficult
solution
was
to keep water out of the
hydrants until it was
needed. The predecessors
of today’s “dry barrel”
compression
hydrants
appeared
as
early
as
1812.
1900 Hydrant
In dry-barrel hydrants, water
enters through a valve located below the frost line
and then drains from the barrel when the hydrant is
not in use.
1-800-653-PRWA

It wasn’t until the 1850s that dry-barrel hydrants
became truly practical. The dry-barrel compression
hydrant design is the most popular hydrant in North
America today.
The basic style of most American hydrants
has changed very little
since. A stem nut, usually
on the top of the hydrant,
opens a valve to admit
water into the hydrant.
Closing the main valve
automatically opens a
drain valve, allowing the
hydrant to empty. In areas
where freezing is not an
issue, many municipalities
use the “wet barrel” or
“California” hydrant, which
1950 Hydrant
is less expensive and simpler in construction and can
be activated more quickly because it is filled with
pressurized water at all times.
In the 1930s, manufacturers began to
produce “traffic hydrants,” designed to break off on
impact without damaging the main valve. (Contrary
to what we see in the movies, knocking over a

hydrant does not usually produce a geyser.) There
have been countless other refinements in materials
and manufacturing techniques, but the design of fire
hydrants has been remarkably consistent over the
years. Perhaps the most visible change is the addition
of a larger nozzle after four-inch hoses became
standard firefighting equipment. Still, hydrants from
the Civil War era do not look strikingly antiquated
today.
Throughout the 1800s, different cities
ordered hydrants built to different specifications.
Fire companies called in to help out in neighboring
municipalities often found their hoses were
incompatible with the local nozzles. Even today
there is not a uniform standard for hydrant nozzles.
Because of their longevity, the expense, and the sheer
number of hydrants—more than 70,000 in New York
City alone —retooling them to a single standard is
often not an option. Fire companies today often carry
hose adapters for different types of hydrant nozzles.
The hydrant does not appear to be headed for
obsolescence any time soon.
Perhaps, one day, embedded
microchips will assist in its
monitoring and testing.
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Would You Like to
Increase Your Revenue?
by Bud Bullock
PRWA Financial Services
bbullock@prwa.com

Grass and flowers are not the only things
popping up in the spring. Many of you have projects
planned for 2011 and funding has been secured through
Grants, RUS (USDA) Loans, PennVest Loans or
Municipal Bonds. Some of you have unexpected issues,
whether they are mechanical or compliance, they can be
crippling to your budget. Many systems have planned
for these emergencies and improvements by setting
rates to support a Capital Improvement Fund for their
system. Is it enough? Will you need a short term loan?
Will you need to look at long term financing?
The good news is that with the economic
conditions are beginning to improve and funding
available for these projects. Whether it be interim
or long term financing, there is a solution. Banks are
currently offering very attractive fixed and variable

Exciting Changes at PRWA!

Welcome Aboard Stacey!
We’d like to welcome
Stacey Walker who
recently joined the
PRWA team as
Executive Assistant!
swalker@prwa.com

New Titles!

Pattie-Jo and Andrea are excited to
assume their new roles (in bold)!

rates for interim financing. At this time banks are not
currently offering fixed rate long term loans of 20 or
30 years. You may want to look at variable interest
rate options. These variable rate loans can be a less
expensive alternative to a 30 or 40 year Bond.
PRWA Financial Services is ready to assist
you in finding the best solution for your system. Our
funding sources operating throughout the State give us
the resources to find the best rate for you. In most cases
we can provide a term sheet for your approval in 7 – 10
days and a minimal amount of paperwork is required.
All we need to start the process is: 1) Our
one page application 2) Three years of financials 3)
Current Budget 4) Project Description and 5) Copy
of your USDA or Penn Vest funding approval letter
or an explanation of how the loan will be repaid.
We try to keep closing costs to a minimum and
origination fees are shared with PRWA. A portion of
these fees go back to the Association to assist in funding
the services provided to our members by PRWA.
PRWA Financial Services is here to assist you
in finding the best solution for your system. Whether
the best solution is a loan or a bond, we can help. We
are just a phone call away and ready to assist you in
getting your project funded. For more information or to
apply for a loan call Ed Watson at:  1-866-328-7792 or
email your information to
ewatson@prwafinancialsevices.com.

Bud

Pattie-Jo Horner,
Office Manager
Membership Coordinator
phorner@prwa.com
Andrea Murrell
Publications, Marketing
& Events Coordinator
amurrell@prwa.com
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PRWA TRAINING UPDATE
Date
3/10/2011

DEP
Hours

Training
Inflow & Infiltration: Detection, Correction & Prevention

6

W-WW

WW

Location
Canton, PA

(Course schedule subject to change.)
Member
Price

Trainer
Chris Shutt

$20

NonMember
$35

3/17/2011

Mag Meters: Electronic Flow Technology

2.5

Water

Gibsonia, PA

AJ Casini

$0

$0

3/17/2011

Mag Meters: Electronic Flow Technology

2.5

Water

State College, PA

Josh Ordway

$0

$0

3/23/2011

Troubleshooting & Optimizing Activated Sludge Processes

6

WW

Knoxville, PA

John Buskirk

$20

$35

3/23/2011

Wastewater Operator Math

6

WW

DuBois, PA

Kurt McFadden

$20

$35

3/29-7/1/2011

PRWA Annual Technical Training Conference

up to 17

Both

State College, PA

PRWA

p. 33

p. 33

April

Activated Sludge Process Control Tools #1658

6

WW

St Petersburg, Clarion Co.

John Buskirk

$20

$35

April

Activated Sludge Process Control Tools #1658

6

WW

Youngsville, Warren Co.

John Buskirk

$20

$35

4/5/11 - 4/8/11

ASSE Backflow Prevention Program Administrator Cert.

32

Both

Doylestown, Bucks County

Ralph Yanora

$660

$660

4/6/2011

Water Storage Tank Inspection/Design/Maintenance

TBD

W

Northcentral PA

John Conrady

$20

$35

4/8/2011

Water Storage Tank Inspection/Design/Maintenance

TBD

W

Northeast PA

John Conrady

$20

$35

4/6 - 4/8/2011

pre-cert Water study groups

0

W

Northcentral/northeast PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

4/13/2011

Calculating Chemical Dosages for Water/Wastewater

6

Both

York County

Kurt McFadden

$20

$35

4/14/2011

Inflow and Infiltration

6

WW

Tower City, Schuylkill Co.

Chris Shutt

$20

$35

4/12-14/2011

pre-cert Water study groups

0

W

Southcentral/southeast PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

4/26 - 4/28/2011

pre-cert Water study groups

0

W

western PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

4/27/2011

Wastewater Operator Math #887

6

WW

McKean County

Kurt McFadden

$20

$35

May and June

Activated Sludge Refresher Part 1 and 2

TBD

WW

Linesville, Crawford Co

John Buskirk

$20

$35

May

Operator Health & Safety

TBD

WW

Erie, Erie County

John Buskirk

$20

$35

5/10/2011

Calculating Chemical Dosages for Water/Wastewater

6

WW

Crawford County

Kurt McFadden

$20

$35

5/17/2011

Source Water Protection Planning for small systems

9

W

Hamburg, PA

Matt Genchur

$20

$35

5/18/2011

Calculating Chemical Dosages for Water/Wastewater

6

Both

Lackawanna County

Kurt McFadden

$20

$35

5/12/2011

Water Storage Tank Inspection/Design/Maintenance

TBD

W

Southeast PA

John Conrady

$20

$35

5/13/2011

Water Storage Tank Inspection/Design/Maintenance

TBD

W

Southcentral PA

John Conrady

$20

$35

5/11 - 5/13/2011

pre-cert Water study groups

0

W

Southcentral/Southeast PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

5/19/2011

Inflow and Infiltration

6

WW

Johnstown, Bedford Co.

Chris Shutt

$20

$35

5/19/2011

Source Water Protection Planning for small systems

9

W

Wilkes-Barre, PA

Matt Genchur

$20

$35

5/17 - 5/19/11

pre-cert Water study groups

0

W

northcentral/northeast PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

5/23/2011 - 5/27/11

ASSE Backflow Prevention Assembly Testers Certification

32

Both

Erie, Erie County

Ralph Yanora

$860

$860

5/25/11 - 5/27/11

ASSE Backflow Prevention Assembly Testers Re-Cert.

22

Both

Erie, Erie County

Ralph Yanora

$660

$660

5/24 - 5/26/11

pre-cert study groups

0

Both

western PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

6/1/2011

Wastewater Operator Math #887

6

WW

Jefferson County

Kurt McFadden

$20

$35

6/8/2011

Inflow and Infiltration

6

WW

Knoxville, Tioga County

Chris Shutt

$20

$35

6/28/2011

Water Storage Tank Inspection/Design/Maintenance

TBD

W

Northwest PA

John Conrady

$20

$35
$35

6/29/2011

Water Storage Tank Inspection/Design/Maintenance

TBD

W

Southwest PA

John Conrady

$20

6/28 - 6/30/11

pre-cert Water study groups

0

W

western PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

6/29/2011

Calculating Chemical Dosages for Water/Wastewater

6

Both

Erie, Erie County

Kurt McFadden

$20

$35

7/6 - 7/8/2011

Pre-cert Water Study Groups

0

W

Northcentral/northeast PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

7/12 - 7/14/2011

Pre-cert Water Study Groups

0

W

Southeast/southcentral PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

7/14/2011

Inflow and Infiltration

6

WW

Susquehanna County

Chris Shutt

$20

$35

7/12 - 7/14/2011

Pre-cert Water Study Groups

0

W

Southeast/southcentral PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

7/19 - 7/21/2011

Pre-cert Water Study Groups

0

W

western PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

8/10 - 8/12/2011

Pre-cert Water Study Groups

0

W

Northcentral/Northeast PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

8/18/2011

Inflow and Infiltration

6

WW

Mifflinburg

Chris Shutt

$20

$35

8/23- 8/25/2011

Pre-cert Water Study Groups

0

W

western PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

8/30 - 9/1/2011

Pre-cert Water Study Groups

0

W

Northcentral/Northeast PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

9/13 - 9/15/2011

Pre-cert Water Study Groups

0

W

eastern PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

9/15/2011

Inflow and Infiltration

6

WW

Chalfont

Chris Shutt

$20

$35

9/20 - 9/22/2011

Pre-cert Water Study Groups

0

W

western PA

Joel Jordan

$0

$0

10/13/2011

Inflow and Infiltration

6

WW

Crawford County

Chris Shutt

$20

$35

11/17/2011

Inflow and Infiltration

6

WW

Huntingdon County

Chris Shutt

$20

$35

12/15/2011

Inflow and Infiltration

6

WW

Centre County

Chris Shutt

$20

$35

3 Easy Ways to Register for PRWA Training Classes: 1) Online 2) By Mail or 3) By Fax

For more information about registering, call 800-653-7792 or e-mail training@prwa.com
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Sunbury Municipal Authority Water Department

Featured Water System

This article is dedicated in the memory of
Jim Lewis.  Jim will be missed greatly and we know
he is looking down upon us as we go about our
journey of life.  Jim had 50+ years of service with the
Sunbury Municipal
Authority
Water
Department.   Over
those 50+ years he
served as a Laborer,
Manager,
Board
Member, Chairman
of the Authority,
and above all, a
friend.   He will be
missed greatly.
As you drive east through Sunbury on Route
61, one cannot help but notice the historic buildings
that line downtown Sunbury along with the first Weis
Market.  As you make your way to the end of town,
across an old iron bridge, before you make the turn
to go under a railroad bridge, you cannot help but
notice this unique looking brick structure directly
in front of you.   A sign out front reads Sunbury
Municipal Authority Water Department, James
Lewis Water Treatment Plant.  This brick structure
is teeming with history and has it seeping out of its
windows and through its doors.
The Sunbury Water Company was
incorporated March 3rd, 1883 as a privately owned
Water Company by the Rhorbach family of Sunbury.  
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That same year land was purchased for a pumping
station located on the eastern side of the Little
Shamokin Creek (currently where the treatment
plant is located) and land on a hill to the west for
a 3 million gallon open reservoir to be built.  Water
was then taken from the Little Shamokin Creek and
pumped to the hill reservoir.
Ten years later, in 1893, the Sunbury Water
Company purchased additional land where a new and
enlarged dam, pumping station, and two reservoirs
were built.   1897 showed additional land being
purchased for construction of two large reservoirs.  
A Mechanical Filtration system was installed in 1905
and was upgraded
in 1917.
The demand
for
water
that
Sunbury
placed
upon the Water
Company during
the summer months
was so great that
the Sunbury Water Company had to look for an
additional supply area to procure water; due to the
Little Shamokin Creek not being able to keep up
with demand.  The Susquehanna River was selected
for the additional source and in 1906 a river intake
was constructed roughly 2,400 feet from the river
bank of Sunbury.   The river pump station for the
intake was, and still is, located on South Front Street
1-800-653-PRWA

in Sunbury. Water was pumped from the pumping
station through a 16 inch main into the two Raw
Water Reservoirs.
In 1956 descendants of the Rhorbach family
decided to sell the Sunbury Water Company to
the City of Sunbury’s Municipal Authority.   SMA
decided to rigorously upgrade the Treatment Plant’s
major components.   In 1961-62 two concrete
settling basins were built to replace the old wooden
basins.  1964 saw electric pumping equipment being
purchased and installed to replace one of the two
steam driven pumps that were still in operation.  
That same year also saw all new electric switch gears
and control cabinets at both the river plant and the
main pump station.   Two 2 million gallon covered
steel reservoirs were constructed on the site of the
3 million gallon open reservoir that had been in use
since 1883.
The equipment replaced and added in 196768 was 10 new concrete filters and controls, a new
concrete underground clearwell, and a steel wash
water tank.   This upgrade also included new lime,
alum, activated carbon, fluoride machines, and
chlorinating equipment.  1972 saw Hurricane Agnes
devastate Pennsylvania, and Sunbury and the Water
Department were no exception.   The flood waters
from the Little Shamokin Creek eroded and washed
away the banks of their reservoirs.   The town of
Sunbury was out of water for seven days.        
In 1988 the Treatment Plant went through a major
overhaul.  Turbidity monitors were added to the raw
water influent main at each filter.  Monitors were also
added at the two settling basins and the clearwell.  
Two new electric check valves were installed on the
two filtered water pumps.
The SMAWD received a $600,000 Mitigation
Grant in 1997 that allowed the treatment plant to
install a raised floor in order to move the pumps
and the equipment out of the Little Shamokin Creek
flood plain, along with remodeling of the offices,
and break room.   These tasks were completed in
1998 with help from
the grant they had
received.  
2008 saw
SMAWD being
asked by PPL electric
to be a showcase
treatment facility for

cutting energy consumption.  PPL gave the Water
Department a 75 hp and 350 hp Variable Frequency
Drive (VFD) motors to aid in the energy reduction
that was installed in the plant.  The river plant was
also upgraded with VFD motors, pumps, and switch
gear.    
Currently, Sunbury Municipal Authority
Water Department is operated by eight employees
and serves approximately 10,000 residents.  The
average daily demand is about 2 million gallons per
day with a peak use of 2.4 million gallons per day.
Storage capacity consists of two 2 million gallon
steel finished water storage tanks. Water treatment
consists of filtration, disinfection, chlorination,
polonium chloride, alum, soda ash, fluoride,
and  phosphate.  
SMAWD has an
ongoing project
of completely
upgrading the
system to be 100%
metered.  The
projected date of
completion is January 2012.

Penn Stater Conference Center. State College, PA

125 Exhibitors
63 Training Classes
17 Contact Hrs for
Water&
Wastewater
8 Delicious Meals
4 Days of Classes
3 Nights of Entertainment
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100% Risk Free Guarantee! PRWII is offering a money-back guarantee to all
first year, full conference, syst em attendees! That means that if for any reason
the PRWII llnnu•l
we'll re&ntl

Hotel Information
Thanks to our hotel sponsor!

YatJOia
J,.. Enterprises

Njnanv Ljon Inn
(800) 233-7505 OR (814) 865-8500
THe
200 West Park Avenue State College NtiTANY LioN
IM\
RATES: Single: $105 Double: $ll5
Group Code: P AR0328_002
Sleeo Inn
(814) 235-1020
Il l Village Drive
Stare College
Fairfield Inn & Suites
(814) 238-3871
2215 North Atherton St., State College
RATE: $79/Night
Group Code: PRW
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SpringHill Suites By Marriott
SPRINGHILL (814) 867-1807
SUI TES
1935 Waddle Road, State College
RATE: $96/Night
,\\arnoll
Group Code: PRWC
Hampton Inn & Suites
(814) 231-1899
1955 Waddle Road, State College
RATE: $86/Night
Group Code: RWA
Holiday Inn Express
(814)
867-1800
-r\!'
1925 Waddle Road, Stare College
~1l'N\.
EXPRESS RATE: $86/Night
Group Code: PAR
Toftrees
.~.

'-

(814) 234-8000
One Country Club Lane

&

~ Toftrees ~noll

Stare College
c;..f._ ...,..._"'"""
RATES: $79, Suite: $119/Night
Hamoton Inn
(814) 231-1590
1101 EastCoUegeAvenue
State College
RATE: $86/Night
Group Code: PRW

lp1'

~rural~
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~ygtarn Attandaa RagiJ:ttation
T9Chnical THJining & fndudty ~xhibitg

Mli 29 -APril 1, 2011
THE PENN STATER

~ Down to
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~
Getting
the ~
Nuts &
Bolts of {f)JU
Our UOO~JJJ
Industry!
Contact Hours Wl!:I'UUUJ.LQJ
if Eligible
Ple8se use one fonn for each person attending other than spouse!

MmfWIJ

Conference Center 1!5:1 Hotel
State College, PA.
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Please Print: Attendee Name:

System/Company Name:
0 Home
Address: D
System

City:

State:

Phone:

Fax:

PA DEP Client ID #:
.
.
.

E-Mail:

l=ull Confetance

!Mast

Zip:

. .

.

All Reg1strat1ons rece1ved after 2/ 25/11,..............................................................................................................
must add $50.00 adm1n1strat1on fee .

D
System Non-Member
$365.00 D
..________________
.....
System Member

$240.00

~~-i~g~~-·oa·y···c~~"f~-;~~ -····· ······ ······ ······

i l:'fetaOttdeOnt: 0
:

Tuesday
D Thursday

...........···1

0 Wednesday
D Fnday

Ii System Member

$170.00

1 System Non-M ember

$205.00

! D Yes, I will attend Tuesday Night Meet N Greet !
! D No, I will not attend Tuesday Night Meet N Greet !
:
'
i D Yes, I plan to attend Thursday Evening Taste of
:

D ::~~:~.~~~!~~o~~=~~a;~~rsday Evening Taste of

j

$215.00

D :·_,_

,-,-.,........,,....,..,,....,...,.,...,.......,-.,....,......,--...,--

·-------------·
~-~~~~~~~~-~~~:~~~~~~-~~~-- ~- ~.-~. .~
.

! (Includes Meals, Exhibit Hall; Exducks Banquet)
J Adm in istration FEE (after 2125/1 1)*

I$

!

Excellence Closing Celebration

D
D I1l !txftQg
Spouse Attendee
NAME:

Registration Deadline: March 25, 2011

$ 50.00

!

DI

Paymgnt lnfotmation
*Fill out and Mail to: PRWA, 138 W . Bishop St., Bellefonte, PA 16823; or visit: www.prwa.com
Fax: 8 14-353-934 1
E-mail: amurrell@prwa.com
For more information, call: (814) 353-9302 x 105
Payment Method:
0 Check (PayabletoPRWA)
Invoice Me: OHome
0 System
Credit Card: 0 American Express
0 Discover
0 Visa
0 MasterCard

card Number: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X------,:::--..,----,----,---Expiration Date: _ _ _ _ Card Verification Code:--:--J or 4

o;g;t Number on Cdrd

i

:

······-·······-·······-·······--·······································································································'

Amount Du9:

N QtQQt@ Charnp~ iJD!cdiRpCli l

Signature as shown on CiJrrl

(continued on p. 34)
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The Penn Stater Conference Center
State College, PA
Conference Dates are

March 29-April 1, 2011
(Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday & Friday)
•
•
•
•
•

Mandatory use of registration name badges will be enforced for admittance to all
conference events, meals, sessions, and Exhibit Hall.
All Meals are included in the Registration Fee.
Method of payment should be specified on the registration form.
Registrations must be postmarked by 2/25/ II to receive the Early Registration Rate.
An additional $50 will be charged for on-site registrations.

Cane{!I lations:
•
•
•

A request for a refund must be written and postmarked no later than 2/25/11.
A $50 administrative fee will be charged for requests postmarked after 2/25/11.
No refunds after March I I, 20I I. N O EXCEPTIONS!

Registration and attendance at, or participation in, the PRWA Annual Conference and
other activities constitutes an agreement by the registrant to permit management's use and
distribution (both now and in the future) of the registrant or attendee's image or voice in
photographs, videotapes, electronic reproductions, audiotapes or such events & activities.

Delegate Regls:ttatlon J:otrn: Annual Bus:lnes:s: Meeting
Every System Member with a population of 15,000 or less is considered a
voting member. Please take a few minutes to complete this form to let us know
who will be the Designated Delegate to represent your system's vote at the
Annual Business Meeting which will be conducted from 7:30 am · 8:30 am on
Thursday, March 31, 20 11 at the Annual Conference.
Delegate Na m e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Delegate T i t l e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - System Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address:------------------------Phone:

Fax:

Return completed form with method ofpayment to:

PARural Water Association
138 West Bishop Street
Bellefonte, P A 16823
(800) 653-PRWA (in P A)
Or (814) 353-9302
Fax: (814) 353-9341
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What’s On Tap?
by Chris Shutt
Collection Systems Technician
clshutt@prwa.com
I know this will sound like I am beating
the proverbial dead horse, and you had to have
heard this before, but (and that’s a “BIG BUT!!),
if you do a comprehensive I&I study and then take
appropriate action to rectify the problem areas, you
can save thousands of dollars on the cost of plant

upgrades.  You need to start at the beginning and
work your way to the end.  The beginning is the
collection, and the end is the plant.  The less water
that’s in the collection system, then the less water
that’s in the plant, then the less in electrical and
maintenance costs.
This simple fact is as plain as the nose on
your face. But yet I see hundreds of thousands
of dollars spent on plant expansion because
someone didn’t do their job and put an
expensive bandage on a major problem. Now
come on, if you yourself had surface water
running down hill towards your house and
it hit the back of the house and filled your
basement, would you dig your basement
deeper so your things won’t get wet or would
you do something up hill to take care of the
water so it doesn’t get in the basement?
Just start with breaking down your system
into areas and do flow monitoring of each
section.  Find out where the greatest flow is
coming from then do a proper smoke test.  
Then if necessary dye test, then camera, and
then fix or replace.  The approximate cost of
I&I treatment is $4.00 per thousand gallons.
So how much in a year’s time do you treat?  
Now what kind of savings would it be for
you?
That’s it for now and I will see you at the
conference! So remember, “Be Proud of What
YOU Do and Do it Well”!
PS:  Did you know
that as far back as
Babylonia Formal
brick construction
sewers took wastes
away underground?  

WWW.PRWA.COM
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EXPANDED ST. JOHN’S
WASTEWATER
TREATMENT PLANT: TWO
PLANTS COMBINE TO
SERVE BUTLER TWP.,
LUZERNE COUNTY
By Bryon A. Killian &
William Denunzio

INTRODUCTION:   Prior to the project, the
Butler Township collection and conveyance system
conveyed wastewater into two separate extended
aeration wastewater treatment plants known as the
St. Johns Wastewater Treatment Plant and the Drums
Wastewater Treatment Plant. These two Wastewater
Treatment Plants had a hydraulic loading capacity
of 0.4 MGD and 0.6 MGD respectively. Since their
construction in 1978, the Township has grown
significantly and is projected to continue to grow
with several large developments on the immediate
horizon.
As a result of this increased wastewater, the
Township needed to expand their hydraulic capacity
of their Wastewater Treatment Plants to 2.2 MGD
and organic capacity to 4,037 lbs/day. In addition
to requiring additional capacity, the existing plants
needed significant rehabilitation and upgrades due
to their age and to meet the pending Chesapeake Bay
Strategy requirements.

St. John’s Wastewater
Treatment Plant:
Feature Wastewater
System
station. This pump station would ultimately convey
all the wastewater that previously was treated at the
Drums Wastewater Treatment Plant to the expanded
St. Johns Wastewater Treatment Plant.
CONSTRUCTION:   The construction of the
project consisted of two phases in order to allow
both the existing Wastewater Treatment Plants to
remain in service until the new treatment units and
pump station were on-line. Phase I consisted of the
construction of essential upgrades to facilitate the
treatment of incoming wastewater at the St. Johns
Wastewater Treatment Plant site. Once the new

PROJECT PLANNING: To address their need
for expansion, the Township immediately started
planning for the necessary upgrades. In 2001, the
Township received Act 537 Plan approval to extend
their collection systems and to expand/upgrade
both the St. Johns Wastewater Treatment Plant and
Drums Wastewater Treatment Plant. However, the
Township continued to evaluate options to lower
the overall project cost even after this plan approval,
which resulted in an Act 537 Plan Update Revision
in 2004. The 2004 Plan Revision changed the
selected alternative from expanding and upgrading
both plants to just expanding the existing St. Johns
Wastewater Treatment Plant from 0.6 MGD to 2.2
MGD and converting the existing Drums Wastewater
Treatment Plant to an intermediate 1.0 MGD pump
36
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treatment units were properly treating wastewater,
the existing plants were taken off line to complete
construction in Phase II.
Both contracts for the general/mechanical
construction (Performance Construction Services,
Harrisburg, PA) and electrical construction (G.R.
Noto Electrical Construction, Inc., Clarks Summit,
PA) for the project were awarded on June 16, 2008
and completed within the original contract times.
Construction was considered substantially completed
in December 2009 and consisted of the following
upgrades:
EXPANSION OF THE ST. JOHNS
WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT:
Influent Pump Station – The existing influent
pump station consisted of two 36-inch Lakeside
Equipment Corporation screw pumps with room to
add a third screw pump. Therefore, as part of cost
savings, the project rehabilitated the two existing
screw pumps and added a third 36-inch screw pump
instead of completely replacing the influent pump
station. Each screw pump is capable of producing
1,400 gpm to provide a peak hydraulic capacity of
4,200 gpm (6.0 MGD).

St. John’s Plant, headworks and screw pumps

Headworks – The existing headworks
consisted of a comminutor with manual screen
bypass, which would be undersized with the
increased hydraulic capacity. Therefore, the
project added an automated Lakeside Equipment
Corporation mechanically cleaned fine screen, with
a peak flow capacity of 6.0 MGD, and manual screen
bypass. The new automatic screen also consists of a
washer/compactor and conveyer system to transport
the screenings to a dumpster.

Treatment System – The existing treatment
system consisted of extended aeration tanks and
final clarifiers which would be undersized with the
increased hydraulic and organic loading. Therefore,
the project replaced the treatment system with four
Dutchland, Inc. precast concrete treatment basins
that utilize the Austgen Bio-Jet (ABJ), ITT Sanitaire,
Intermittent Cycle Extended Aeration System
(ICEAS) Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR) method
for treatment. The ICEAS method is a modification
of the conventional SBR and consists of aeration,
settling, and decanting. The main difference between
the ICEAS and the conventional SBR is the pre-react
zone which allows the process to be continuously
fed with wastewater.

Construction of the ICEAS tanks

Effluent Pump Station – The project added
an effluent pump station that pumps the decant flow
from the ICEAS tanks to disinfection. The pump
station consists of three variable frequency drive
(VFD) Flygt pumps, two duty and one stand-by,
rated at 5,070 gpm (7.3 MGD) and the pump station
wet well was purposely oversized to also serve as a
post-treatment equalization tank.
Disinfection – The project added a Trojan
Technologies low pressure, high intensity UV
disinfection
system,
which consisted of a dual
set of disinfection bulb
banks rated at a peak
flow of 7.2 MGD.
AerationPost
The project added a set of
concrete steps designed
to provide for cascading
aeration to increase
the dissolved oxygen
content in the effluent
prior to discharge into the Effluent aeration cascade
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Nescopeck Creek.
Solids Handling – The waste activated sludge
from the ICEAS tanks is pumped to one of the three
digesters, which are operated in series and provide a
minimum combined residence time of 42 days. After
proper digestion, the digested sludge is dewatered
via a Westfalia Separator centrifuge, which is housed
in a new Digester and Solids Handling Building. The
system was designed and constructed to produce
Class B sewage sludge for ultimate disposal in
landfills. The sludge in the digester tanks is able to
be pumped to any other digester or directly to the
centrifuge utilizing two double disk Penn Valley
sludge pumps, which were also installed as part of
the project.
SCADA – The project also consisted of
adding process control through a SCADA system
tied into a HMI in the new control building. This
new SCADA system is able to control all process
equipment at the newly constructed and expanded St
Johns Wastewater Treatment Plant.
CONVERSION OF THE DRUMS
WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
Intermediate Pump Station – The existing
Drums Wastewater Treatment Plant was converted
into a 1 MGD Pump Station and the treatment units
were abandoned. The new pumping station, which
consists of three Flygt pumps, each rated at 1,250
gpm (1.80 MGD), conveys wastewater through a
4,200 feet force main, which discharges to a gravity
manhole and ultimately to the St. Johns Wastewater
Treatment Plant. The pumping station was also
equipped with a stand-by generator in case of power
failure.

OPERATION OF CONSTRUCTED FACILITIES
The completed project has met its original
goal of providing wastewater treatment service to
the Township for now and for the foreseeable 20year planning horizon. To date, the expanded St.
Johns Wastewater treatment Plant has been able to
easily meet its NPDES Part I discharge requirements
and the sludge handling system is producing a well
digested sludge, meeting the landfill requirements
and having almost no discernible odor.
The Township updated and improved its
facilities and the quality of the plants discharge is
greatly improved. Overall, this was a very successful
project.
William Denunzio is the Operations Manager with Butler
Township, Luzerne County, Pennsylvania. William is a
certified wastewater operator for 27 years and has been
with the Township since 2008.
Bryon A. Killian, P.E., is a Project Manager with Entech
Engineering, Inc., Reading, Pennsylvania. Bryon has
worked as Butler Township’s Wastewater Engineer since
2007 and has been involved with the planning, design,
construction and operation of numerous wastewater
treatment plants since starting with Entech in 2002.

Construction of the Drums Pump Station
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Changing

Currents!

Dear PRWA Associates,
Help PRWA keep our community up-to-date
with recent changes taking place at your
company! Please e-mail your press releases
along with pictures to Andrea:
amurrell@prwa.com. We’ll include your
submissions in upcoming issues of The
Keystone Tap and help you get the word out
about your exciting news!

Natgun Corporation
of Wakefield, MA and DYK,
Incorporated of El Cajon, CA jointly announced
the merger of their companies on January 4, 2011,
and the formation of their new parent company “DN Tanks,
Inc.” www.DNTanks.com. Both companies specialize in the design
and construction of prestressed concrete storage tanks used for potable water,
waste water, chilled water, and other liquids. The merger of the two companies, with
over 130 years of combined experience, creates the largest producer of wire and strandwound prestressed concrete tanks in the world.  Initially, Natgun and DYK will
operate under their existing names, as divisions of DN Tanks. As the integration
process takes place, they will evolve into a single operating company.

Selingsgrove, PA
Chambersburg, PA
Ephrata, PA
Ebensburg, PA
Stonesboro, PA
Frederick, MD

Your Complete Connection for
Municipal Water, Sanitary & Storm
Sewer Products
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Archaea

Michael H. Gerardi
Wastewater Biologist

and

mgerardi196@comcast.net

Bioaugmentation

Bioaugmentation at wastewater treatment
plants (suspended growth and fixed film growth)
is the introduction of microorganisms, typically
bacteria, atypically fungi to improve biological
activity as an operational measure to achieve
specific goals that cannot be accomplished by the
coli-aerogens or indigenous bacteria within the
treatment plants.  Commonly used genera of bacteria
in bioaugmentation cultures include Arthrobacter,
Bacillus, Flavobacterium and Pseudomonas as
well as ammonia-oxidizing bacteria (AOB) and
nitrite-oxidizing bacteria (NOB).   Commonly used
genera of fungi include Aspergillus, Penicillium and
Saccaromyces.  
Most recently archaea (Greek archaios,
ancient or primitive) are being introduced in
municipal and industrial, wastewater treatment plants
to achieve goals that can and cannot be accomplished
by bioaugmentation cultures of bacteria and fungi.  
Archaea consists of a large number of
microscopic organisms that were discovered in
the mid-1970s.   Like bacteria, they are single cell
organisms.   Although archaea were originally
thought to be “ancient” bacteria, genetic analyses
of archaea revealed that archaea are significantly
different from bacteria.  This difference is the basis
for a new system of classification of all groups of
organisms. Now, organisms are classified into three
Domains: Eukaroyta, Eubacteria and Archaea.
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There is a great diversity of organisms within
the Domain Archaea.  These organisms belong to five
groups that have some genera that may be familiar
to wastewater treatment plant operators (Table 1).
Table 1

Groups of Archaea
Archaeal Group
Example Genus/Genera
Methanogenic archaea Methanobacterium,
Methanococcus
Archaea reducers
Archaeoglobus
Extremely halophilic
Halobacterium
Cell wall-less archaea
Thermoplasma
Extremely thermophilic Desulfurococcus,
So metabolizers
Sulfolobus
There are Gram-positive and Gram-negative
archaea.   A variety of shapes exist for archaea
including spherical, rod, spiral, plate and irregular.  
Some archaea form filaments (< 200 µm in length)
or aggregates.   The range in sizes of most archaea
is 0.1 to 15 µm.   However, a few archaea are
approximately 9 nm3 to 40 nm3 (nanometer) or 0.009
µm3 to 0.04 µm3 in size and can only be seen with
an electron microscope.  This extremely small size
for these archaea is considered to be the lower limit
for life.
Archaea reproduce by binary fission,
budding and fragmentation.  Some archaea such as
the methanogens have a relatively long generation
time that is they reproduce once every 3 to 30 days.  
There are aerobic, facultative anaerobic and strict
anaerobic archaea.
Archaea and bacteria differ in cell wall
composition, cell membrane composition, habitats
and enzymatic abilities.  Of these differences habitats
and enzymatic abilities give archaea the ability
to improve treatment plant performance, reduce
operational costs and satisfy effluent discharge
requirements.   Some archaea are extremophiles
that have special structural, chemical and metabolic
adaptations that enable them to grow in hostile
environments including high and low pH and

temperature values and high concentrations of total
dissolved solids (Table 2). Many archaea have the
enzymatic ability to degrade complex pollutants and
convert bacterial waste products to less polluting and
non-polluting wastes. When archaea are adsorbed to
floc particles and biofilm a syntrophic relationship
is established between archaea and bacteria.   A
syntrophic relationship occurs due to the cooperation
of partner organisms (archaea and bacteria) that
depend on each other to perform the desired, specific
operational application.  In this relationship archaea
degrade compounds that bacteria cannot degrade and
provide substrate for bacteria, and the waste products
released by bacteria often serve as the substrate for
archaea.   This relationship provides for improved
treatment efficiency.
Table 2

Examples of Extremophiles
Extremophile
Environmental
Condition
Acidophile
High acidic
environment, pH < 2
Alkaliphile
Alkaline environment,
pH 9 to 11
Halophile
High concentration of
salt
Hyperthermophile
Extremely hot
temperature, 60oC
(140oF) to 80oC (176oF)
Psychrophile
Cold temperature, -15
o
C to +10 oC

Archaea that are commonly introduced into
aerobic and anaerobic treatment systems are 1)
ammonia-oxidizing archaea (AOA), 2) anammox
archaea (crenarchaeota) and 3) methanogens.  
Anammox archaea oxidize ammonia to nitrite
(NO2-) and then combine ammonia with nitrite to
form molecular nitrogen (N2↑). Anammox archaea
perform nitrification at reduced dissolved oxygen
concentration, because dissolved oxygen is not
needed to produce nitrate (NO3-), and perform
denitrification without the addition of a carbon
(soluble cBOD) source.   Because less dissolved
oxygen is required for nitrification and no carbon
source is required for denitrification, operational
expenses for nitrification and denitrification are
decreased.  

The addition of methanogens to a “sour” anaerobic
digester quickly increases the number and variety
of methanogens.   Because methanogens have a
long generation time that is they reproduce every 3
to 30 days, bioaugmentation with archaea provides
for a rapid recovery of a sour digester.   Also, by
introducing a large variety of methanogens, a larger
diversity of substrates can be degraded resulting in
an increase methane production and a decrease in
sludge production.
There is a large variety of applications for
bioaugmentation technology (Table 3).  The proper
consortia of microorganisms including archaea
with appropriate enzymatic activity and tolerance
of operational conditions can be used to 1) control
foam production, 2) improve cold weather treatment
efficiency, 3) prevent and control malodors, 4)
provide resistance to toxicants, 5) reduce sludge
production and sludge deposits, 6) reduce undesired
filamentous organism growth and 7) satisfy ammonia
and total nitrogen discharge requirements.
Table 3
Bioaugmentation Applications
Control foam production
Improve cold weather treatment efficiency
Prevent and control malodors
Provide resistance to toxicants
Reduce sludge production and sludge deposits
Reduce undesired filamentous organism growth
Satisfy ammonia and total nitrogen discharge
requirements
The following are examples of how
bioaugmentation cultures including archaea are
successful in achieving desired applications:
Control foam production
Control of biological foam and chemical
foam can be achieved by matching the appropriate
organism with the enzymatic ability to degrade foam
or control the operational factors responsible for
foam production.  Foam produced from air and gas
entrapment by lipids (fats, oils and grease) can be
controlled with the addition of organisms that contain
lipase, an enzyme that degrades lipids including
lipids released by blooms of Nocardioforms.  
Similarly, foam produced from surfactants can be
degraded with the addition of organisms that have the
enzymatic ability to degrade surfactants.  However,
not all surfactants can be degraded through microbial
activity.
continued on page 42
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Improve cold weather treatment efficiency
With decreasing temperature microbial
activity decreases and loss of treatment efficiency
occurs. To compensate for the decrease in microbial
activity, operators typically increase the mixed
liquor volatile concentration (MLVSS) and mean
cell residence time (MCRT) in order to increase the
population size of the indigenous bacteria.  However,
an increase in MLVSS and MCRT promotes the
proliferation of some filamentous organisms.   The
introduction of bioaugmentation cultures that can
tolerate depressed temperature provide the operator
with the opportunity to maintenance effective
treatment efficiency without increases in MLVSS
and MCRT.  
Prevent and control malodors
There are several means by which
bioaugmentation cultures control malodors,
especially the release of hydrogen sulfide (H2S↑).
Cultures that can oxidize sulfide (HS-) to elemental
sulfur (So) can prevent the production and release
of hydrogen sulfide. Additional, the oxidation of
sulfide to elemental sulfur prevents the undesired
growth of sulfide-oxidizing filamentous organisms
such as Beggiatoa spp., Thiothrix spp. and type
021N. Bioaugmentation cultures also are able to
compete with substrates that are utilized by sulfatereducing bacteria (SRB) thus reducing the quantity
of hydrogen sulfide produced and released.   Also
some bioaugmentation cultures produce waste
products that serve as toxicants to sulfate-reducing
bacteria.
Provide resistance to toxicants
Selected bioaugmentation products can
provide some degree of resistance or tolerance to
toxic levels of organic and inorganic compounds.  
Phenol, for example, is an organic compound
that is toxic to suspended growth and fixed film
growth at elevated concentrations.  Because it is an
organic compound, phenol can serve as a substrate
providing carbon and energy for some organisms.  
If the appropriate cultures are introduced into the
treatment process, the cultures can degrade phenol
as a substrate thereby preventing toxicity.  
Heavy metals such as copper, chromium,
lead and zinc are inorganic toxicants and at
elevated concentrations can attack enzyme systems
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within organisms resulting in the die-off of large
numbers of organisms.   However, appropriate
cultures of organisms that have the ability to safely
bioaccumulate metals can prevent heavy metal
toxicity.
Reduce sludge production and sludge deposits
Reductions in sludge production across
treatment processes and sludge deposits in lagoons
can be achieved through the enzymatic activity of
the consortia of organisms that convert insoluble and
complex colloidal and particulate compounds such
as proteins, starches and lipids into highly soluble
simplistic compounds.   By converting proteins to
amino acids, starches to simple sugars and lipids to
fatty acids, sludge inventory is greatly reduced by a
decrease in the weight of the insoluble compounds
or solids through hydrolysis (solubilization) and
transformation of the soluble compounds into lesser
weight of cells or sludge.  Sludge deposits in lagoons
that contribute to decrease hydraulic retention time
(HRT) and short-circuiting of wastewater flow
also can be degraded over time with the addition
of archaea that have the ability to hydrolyze and
degrade proteins, starches and lipids.
Reduce undesired filamentous organism growth
There are several means by which the addition
of archaea can help to control undesired filamentous
organisms growth.  The augmented archaea 1) permit
reduction in high MCRT that promotes undesired
filamentous organisms growth, 2) compete for
substrates that are used by filamentous organisms, 3)
oxidize sulfide to elemental sulfur thereby competing
for the energy substrate utilized by sulfide-oxidizing
filamentous organisms, 4) compete successfully
for substrate at low dissolved oxygen levels with
the filamentous organisms Haliscomenobacter
hydrossis, Sphaerotilus natans and type 1701 that
proliferate at low dissolved oxygen concentrations
and 5) permit a decrease in MLVSS inventory that
permits the operational of suspended growth systems
at a high F/M value and discourages the growth of
filamentous organisms that proliferate under a low F/
M (< 0.05).  Filamentous organisms that proliferate
under a low F/M include Haliscomenobacter
hydrossis, Microthrix parvicella, Nocardioforms and
filamentous organism types 0041, 0092, 0675, 1701
and O21N.
1-800-653-PRWA
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Satisfy ammonia and total nitrogen discharge
requirements
Nitrification and denitrification are not
the domain of nitrifying bacteria and denitrifying
bacteria commonly believed.   Rather, it is the
domain of archaea.   Archaea are more abundant
in soils and at greater soil depths than their well
know bacterial counterparts, AOB and NOB. In
wastewater treatment processes nitrification, the
conversion of ammonium to nitrate, typically is
expressed as the oxidization of ammonium to
nitrite and then to nitrate by nitrifying bacteria
(AOB and NOB) or Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter,
respectively.   However, recent research suggests
that nitrification is achieved by ammonia-oxidizing
archaea and anammox archaea.  Introducing cultures
of these archaea into treatment processes provides
for acceptable nitrification and denitrification under
low dissolved oxygen concentration and without
addition of a carbon source, respectively.
There is a two-step biochemical reaction for
anammox.  These reactions include the production of
nitrite and then the production of molecular nitrogen
from ammonium and nitrite (Equations 1 and 2).
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2NH4+ + 2HCO3- + 1.5O2 ----- > NH4+ + NO2- +
2CO2 + 3H2O
Equation 1
NH4+ + NO2- ----- > N2↑ + 2H2O
Equation 2
In activated sludge processes, bioaugmentation
has been demonstrated to enhance treatment plant
performance including the degradation and removal
of man-made products such as phenols, chlorinated
solvents and aromatic hydrocarbons.   However,
the success of bioaugmentation is dependent
upon the survival and maintenance of the added
microorganisms in the treatment plant to acclimate
to the indigenous bacteria.  Also, bioaugmentation
cultures must be added on a periodic basis to
maintain an adequate population size.  The cultures
are added at a level that permits their enzymatic
abilities to achieve desired applications.  Also, some
augmentation cultures are lost from the treatment
system through sludge wasting, discharge in the
effluent and consumption by ciliated protozoa,
rotifers and free-living nematodes.
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survey: OPERATOR CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
We want to know the questions you have about operator certification in general,
the certification exam, and the approved training program. PRWA works
closelywith DEP to prepare operators for certification and provide approved
training classes and we want to make DEP aware of your top questions to help
them better serve Pennsylvania operators. Please complete the survey below
and return it to PRWA by March 25, 2011. Thank you for taking the time to
share your feedback!

1.  What is the most important question or questions you have regarding
the DEP Certification Exam?

2.  What is the most important question or questions you have regarding
the Operator Certification Program in general?

3.  What specific question or questions do you have about Operator
Training?

4. Please list any additional questions or concerns you have regarding the
Operator Certification Process.

Thank you for taking the time to participate
in this survey! Please return this form to
PRWA via fax, mail, or e-mail by
March 25, 2011.
PRWA
138 W. Bishop Street
Bellefonte, PA 16823
Fax: 814-353-9341
e-mail: pmccoy@prwa.ccom
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Training Corner
by Joel Jordan
Director of Education
jjordan@prwa.com
Spring is upon us and we are looking forward
to another great PRWA Conference.   The PRWA
staff has been working hard to bring you excellent
Conference training classes, exhibitors, as well as
some fun thrown into the mix. I hope to see all of
you there!
I had the opportunity to sit through many
classes by PRWA Associate Members last year.  The
classes were a good opportunity to refresh myself
on distribution system components and their proper
maintenance.   I always find that I learn something
new at these sessions, even on topics that I know
well. We’ll schedule more of these sessions along
with some new ones throughout the remainder of
2011.  Be sure to catch one when it is in your area.
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Storage Tank Stratification
Back in my PA DEP days (13+ years
ago), I noticed a data trend in the later summer
months.   Water systems that normally had good
monitoring results would suddenly have problems
holding distribution chlorine residuals, usually also
had a positive coliform distribution sample and
occasionally this would be accompanied by taste and
odor complaints.   Typically, these were systems with
larger distribution networks or multiple days worth
of finished water storage.  It was also more common
with tanks that “floated” on the system, meaning that
they had the same inlet and outlet pipe at the bottom
of the tank.  Further investigation would sometimes
also find an event, such as a fire in town, which had
used a lot of water.   The operators I worked with
and I wondered if finished water storage tanks were
stratifying in the hot sun of late summer, much like
a lake stratifies.   Colder water stays on the bottom
and hotter water stays on the top.  I inquired with a
few researchers I knew, but never found anyone that
had researched this problem (remember, this was
the early days of the internet and “Googling” didn’t
exist, yet).
Fast forward 13 years later and I have had
the opportunity to read a few research articles and sit
through some classes on this topic. Finished water
storage tank stratification is a very real phenomena
and potentially a very real problem for systems
under the Disinfection By-Products Rule (DBPR)
where additional chlorine to combat the problem is
not acceptable.
One study I read demonstrated that water in
the top few feet of large tanks can be 20+ degrees
warmer than incoming water from the treatment
plant.   Of course, if you have a layer of warmer
water “floating” on the top few feet of your storage
tank, it will consume your free chlorine in this layer,
given enough time.   The speed of this process can
be rapidly increased if nitrification starts to occur.  
continued on page 46
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(Nitrification is the bacterial conversion of Ammonia
to Nitrites and subsequent bacterial conversion of
nitrites to nitrates.)
If you have a water system that has shown
a history of problems similar to those noted above,
noted high Disinfection By-Products problem areas
in your Initial Distribution System Evaluation
(IDSE) under Stage 2 DBPR, or you think your
system has a high potential for tank stratification
based on design, I encourage you to research further
on this topic.   There are some good solutions out
there including mixing and distribution system
inspection and cleaning that could reduce your risks.  
The weather is still cold now, but won’t be for too
much longer…
Pre-Certification Study Groups
‘Don’t wish me luck – wish me to do well.  If
I need luck, then I didn’t study enough.’  This was a
comment that a friend of mine in college always said
when someone would wish him ‘luck’ on an exam.  
I’ve thought about that comment a lot over the years.  
How much stress and grief we would save ourselves
if we just approach exam preparation as an ongoing
process of increasing our expertise, rather than one
frantic event just prior to the exam.

I realize that there are many of you or your
staff that are waiting to get your operator license.
Hopefully, by the time you read this, DEP will have
announced the availability of the next round of
certification exams.   I also realize that most of us
don’t have good study habits (yes, I included myself
in that group!).  With that in mind, I’m going to try
a different approach this summer for those preparing
to take the water operator exam later this year or
next year.  I will be offering free monthly study and
review sessions around the state on a regular basis.  
The sessions will be 2-3 hours each and I will try
to offer both afternoon and evening options so you
can fit at least one of them into your schedules.  This
won’t be possible every month at every location, but
I’ll try to offer the most options possible.  
The purpose of the study groups will be to
review the more difficult material, answer questions,
work on problem solving, etc.   It will be expected
that you will study the material on your own during
the month prior to each study group session and
come to the session with questions.   Each month I
will give you material to study for the next month’s
session.  Of course, the material you receive will be
based on what subclasses you have indicated that
you will be taking.
Check the PRWA website (Training>Training
Registration) for the most current locations and
dates.  Contact me by e-mail (jjordan@prwa.com) or
call me at 800-653-7792, if you want to pre-register
for study groups in your area.
Training Opportunities for Associate Members
PRWA is always open to partnering with our
Associate Members to provide high quality training
to the water/wastewater systems in PA.   It doesn’t
matter if you want to give one session or a dozen
sessions.   If you have developed a good training
course that you would like to get approved for
Operator Contact Hours through PRWA, contact me
(especially if it is on a topic that hasn’t been covered
in a while) I will work with you to determine where
and when it fits in the training schedule.
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Puzzle:
Pennsylvania Firsts Word Jumble

Unscramble each of the clue words that reveal
foods and inventions that originated in PA.
(toy)

KINYLS
ZOPIP

(company)

VOLGEINRV
(invention)

ORDR

ZEPRELT
NAANAB

(food)
(dessert)

TIPLS
(game)

GOBNI

Now the letters in circles to reveal an invention
that was first used in Pennsylvania!

F

H

Read the article on page 26 for a hint!
Answers on page 55
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ARRA Funded Systems
by Robin Montgomery
Utility Management and Finance Specialist
rmontgomery@prwa.com
We are already three months into a new year.  
I hope your holidays were enjoyable and 2011 has
started out on a positive note.
Since we are in the middle of another
quarterly filing for the stimulus money, I thought it
would be a good time to go over a few things. All
systems that received Loan and Grant ARRA funds
through USDA, RUS, are required to file quarterly
reports through the Federal Reporting.gov website.  
This has proven to be a very challenging venture
whether this is your first or for some the fifth quarter
filing.  
Many systems have not spent money, as of
yet, so nothing has changed.  The changes are yet to
come.  The new 1.8 version spreadsheet should have
been downloaded and filed for the 4th quarter, due
in January 2011.  For those who missed it, they can
go to the federalreporting.gov website, scroll down
the page, on the left side, click on DOWNLOAD
TEMPLATES, a new page opens, there will be
3 choices.   Click on the middle template, Grant/
Loan.   When the template opens, at the top of
the page it should say Version 1.8.   Save this as
ARRA,(?qrt2011).   If your system has received
Loan and Grant funding you will need a spreadsheet
for each.  Save these spreadsheets in your computer.  
It is a good idea to write down where they are saved
in your ARRA folder.  It is amazing what you cannot
remember 3 months from now.  
The most important point to remember
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is that you will only report the ARRA Stimulus
funding (grant or loan) received from RUS on the
spreadsheets.   If a system is using internal money,
or has received funding from another agency this is
NOT reported on the ARRA spreadsheet.  
The Loan amount must be spent first, and
therefore interim funding will need to be in place.  
Your USDA office will let you know when you will
need to take care of this.  Once the interim funding is
set up, and pay requisitions go through the approval
stages, and checks written, this is the money that will
be reported on the spreadsheet.
It is very important that you keep excellent
records of the money spent. If you recall on the
spreadsheet, there are 2 boxes which ask for Total
Amount Paid to Vendors less than $25,000 and
Number of payments to Vendors less than $25,000.  
Define:   A Vendor is anyone who is providing
a service for the project, example:   Engineers/
Contractors.
Once the project is started, you will have
monthly job conferences.  It is highly recommended
that at least 1 board member attend these meetings.
The Project Engineer and Contractors will submit
pay requisitions at the job conferences. With the
approval of USDA and approval at your Board
Meetings, payments can be made.   When this is
completed, your USDA office will notify you with
the amounts to be paid to each Vendor.  You will need
to keep the payment records separated by amounts.  
Each check that is written for less than $25,000 will
be totaled and added to the spreadsheet, and the
number of checks will also be needed.  All checks
written over $25,000 will be totaled and listed under
each Vendor.  
To add a vendor, you will need to go to
the federalreporting.gov website, click on Prime
Recipient, located on the left side of the screen,
when the new page opens, at the top of the page are
3 tabs (Prime Recipient, Sub Recipient, and Vendor).  
1-800-653-PRWA
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Click on the Vendor tab, then in the lower left corner
you will see ADD A VENDOR.  Click on, and the
vendor page will open, the only information that
you will need is the Vendor (Engineer/Contractors)
name and their zip code + 4 digits, Description of
Services.  When the contract is awarded, please be
sure to obtain the zip code + 4 digits.
IMPORTANT:
For all the systems I have worked with, you are
the prime recipient. There are no sub recipients.
There are no sub awards. On the spreadsheet
you have put zeros in the sub award boxes. It
is also a good idea to print out your final report
you have submitted, and always print out your
e-mail stating you have successfully submitted
your report.
Your username and password will be needed
every time you log on. Your FRPIN number will
needed every time you file a quarterly report.
Please feel free to check out the website:
federalreporting.gov and become more familiar
with it. Many of you will be filing for quite some
time and it might make the process less stressful.
It would be beneficial to you to be aware of
the file dates, have you spreadsheets comleted
before the filing period begins, and to file early.
This way if there is a problem, there is more
time to work on the issue that is preventing you
from receiving that important e-mail which is:
YOUR REPORT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY
SUBMITTED.  Then you can breathe a sigh of
relief.
We have all learned a lot this past year, and a few
systems are spending money.   We are working out
the bugs, and will be able to pass this information
on to the systems that have not spent money, yet.  
GOOD LUCK AND CALL ME IF YOU NEED
ASSISTANCE.  
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CHLORINE
GAS –
A FRESH
PERSPECTIVE
by Keith Thompson, Gas Chlorine Education
Committee,Whitestone, NY
There is considerable misinformation regarding
the safety of gas chlorine. As a result, many operations
feel pressure to change to alternative forms of
disinfection. This pressure may come from a variety of
sources including environmentalists, engineers, sales
representatives offering alternative types of equipment,
chemical suppliers seeking to sell forms of chlorine
with higher profit margins, regulators, elected officials,
and the general public. Later, and after considerable
startup cost, higher operating cost and sometimes
difficult management problems, operators often wish
they had stayed with gas chlorine.
In order to gain a fresh perspective on chlorine
gas, it is important to understand some of the basics.
To begin with, chlorine kills bacteria through a fairly
simple chemical reaction. The chlorine added to the
water breaks down into many different chemicals,
including hypochlorous acid (HOCl) and hypochlorite
ion (OCl-). Both kill microorganisms and bacteria by
attacking the lipids in the cell walls and destroying
the enzymes and structures inside the cell, rendering
them oxidized and harmless. The difference between
HOCl and OCl- is the speed at which they oxidize.
Hypochlorous acid is able to oxidize the organisms
in several seconds, while the hypochlorite ion may
take up to 30 minutes. This is an advantage to gas
chlorine because it tends to lower pH, creating optimal
conditions for the formation of hypochlorous acid.
Gas chlorine is unique in its ability to lower
pH and improve disinfection by increasing the amount
of hypochlorous acid. The change in pH depends
on how much chlorine gas is injected and on the
buffering capacity of the water. However, bleach and
calcium hypochlorite tend to increase pH, leading to
less effective disinfection or the need for additional
treatment chemicals to adjust pH. As a result,
hypochlorites may also increase the incidence of
scaling in pipes and equipment, leading to both short
term and long term maintenance issues.
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Any effort to push water and wastewater
treatment plants away from gas chlorine in the interest
of safety or security is, at its roots, misguided. The fact
is that 100% pure chlorine gas has the best safety record
based on data reported by the American Association of
Poison Control Centers. (1)
CHLORINE EXPOSURES
EPA regulations that require Risk Management
Plans for operations using gas chlorine arguably bring
about a safer work and community environment since
no such plans are required for the other forms of
disinfection, despite a higher level of hazards.
To make matters worse, reports of gas chlorine
leaks often have nothing to do with the release of pure
chlorine gas from a cylinder, but instead occur as a
result of improper mixing of chemicals with other
supposedly “safer” forms of chlorine such as bleach.
The news media often reports “chlorine leaks” and
“chlorine gas” in such a way as to give the implication
that the problem was related to chlorine gas. In the late
1900s and into the 2000s, the Chlorine Gas Disinfection
Association analyzed the incidents reported in the news
that were related to “chlorine gas”. The conclusion was
that 60 to 65 percent of chlorine release incidents were
associated with sodium or calcium hypochlorite. (2)
As a recent example, an October 5, 2007 headline in a
German newspaper read, “Chlorine Gas Injures 30 in
Germany.” The actual story was that a man was taken
to the hospital due to an accident that occurred while
filling a hypochlorite tank. News reports such as this
have stoked the public misperception about chlorine
gas. (3)
Many institutions have recognized the
misperception about gas chlorine coupled with an
equally disturbing belief that the hypochlorites are
very safe. An Australian whitepaper presented a
concern about the mixing of sodium hypochlorite with
acid and the resulting “large chlorine gas cloud.”(4)
Similarly, The Chlorine Institute released the above
warning on 11/16/04, “A tank truck delivering 5,000
gallons of bleach into the wrong tank can release over
2.5 tons of chlorine. Even a few hundred gallons of
bleach can release a large amount of chlorine gas.”
(5) The National Association of State Fire Marshals
Catastrophic Fire Prevention Task Force issued the
following conclusion based on a recent report, “…the
Task Force recognizes a homeland security concern:
oxidizers such as calcium hypochlorite could be used
in chemical weapons developed by terrorists to cause
fires, explosions, casualties and the general disruption
of the economy.” (6) The Center for Disease Control
reported a serious concern regarding bleach. In a
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report titled, Homemade Chemical Bomb Events and
Resulting Injuries (July 2003 report), a total of 29
Home Chemical Bomb events were reported during
1993 – 2003. Eighty three percent occurred in the last
two years of the study. Fifty nine percent involved
sodium hypochlorite. For example, in October 2001,
a high school student placed a chemical bomb in
a vacant classroom. The bomb, made with sodium
hypochlorite, released chlorine gas on explosion.
A total of 23 persons in the vicinity of the explosion
sustained respiratory irritation and were transported to
a hospital for treatment. (7)
To complicate matters even more, there have
been rumors that government regulatory agencies are
planning to eliminate chlorine gas. Much of this was
escalated in the wake of news reports about chlorine
gas used to make bombs in Iraq. While the news about
bombs was popular fodder for headlines, the injuries
associated with these incidents were less significant
than the damage caused by the subsequent fear-based
actions. Chlorine imports were curtailed in the wake of
insurgent bombs that used chlorine. Iraq’s deputy health
minister, Dr. Adel Mohsin, stated early after these
actions that a cholera epidemic would be “very likely”
in the capital without water testing and maintaining
sufficient levels of chlorination. Some weeks later, a
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headline: Cholera Epidemic Infects 7,000 People in
Iraq – September 11, 2007. The article warned that the
epidemic could reach Baghdad within weeks. Dr. Said
Hakki, president of Iraqi Red Crescent Society, said, “If
the water has low chlorination, Vibrio cholerae will go
through the central supply and the disease will spread
like fire in a haystack.” A few weeks later, another
headline followed; “Cases of Cholera Reach Baghdad
- September 20, 2007. In the article, Dr. Ryadh Abdul
Ameer, director of the Basra health ministry said that
some waterworks in his city were now entirely without
chlorine because imports of chlorine dried up this year
after insurgents used the chemical in bomb attacks. (8)
Wise government will understand that
eliminating gas chlorine at water facilities would
not truly eliminate gas chlorine, since gas chlorine is
used to make bleach and because only 5% of the total
supply of gas chlorine is used in water treatment. The
idea of increasing truck traffic to transport sodium
hypochlorite, a product that is at least 85% water, at a
time when energy costs are skyrocketing, is simply not
a good strategy for our economy.
In addition, proposed regulations by the
Department of Homeland Security, regulations that
have not yet included water, wastewater or agricultural
facilities, would only require registration of chemicals
continued on page 56
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What is Acid Mine Drainage?
by Nate Merkel
Wellhead Protection Specialist
nmerkel@prwa.com
Good morning, afternoon, or evening.   In
this installment of the KTap, I would like to touch on
the topic of Acid Mine Drainage or AMD for short.  
Pennsylvania has been blessed through geologic
time with the deposition of organic material that
has been heated, compressed, and solidified to what
we know today as coal.   Coal mining runs deep in
Pennsylvania’s heritage and will continue for some
time to come.  
Along with coal mining, especially strip mining, if
improperly abandoned, comes the potential hazard
of Acid Mine Drainage.   Acid Mine drainage is
not just limited to coal mining, it can be associated
with construction sites, roadways, copper mining,
or any place where the earth has been disturbed and
exposed to high concentrations of sulfide minerals.  
Acid mine drainage recently has been a hindrance
in the construction and completion of Interstate 99
near State College, Pennsylvania.   This acid rock
drainage occurred when pyritic rock was unearthed
during the road building process and was later used
as back fill in the I-99 construction project.
Acid Mine Drainage occurs when the
oxidation of metal sulfides occurs.   This is most
common when rock containing pyrite, which is an
iron-sulfide, is exposed to air and water.  When this
occurs it creates a chemical reaction that produces
an acidic discharge with a pH generally less than
4.5.  EPA estimated in 1995 that nearly 3,107 miles
of streams in the Northern Appalachian region have
been impacted by some form of AMD.     In 1990,
United States coal companies spent over $1 million
dollars a day on active treatment for AMD.
When the reaction occurs in the system that
produces Acid Mine Drainage, the temperatures
can reach as high as 117° F (47° C).  The pH of the
water within that system can be lower than -3.6; the
negative pH is possible because water evaporates
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from already acidic pools thereby increasing the
concentration of hydrogen ions.
When the pH of the AMD is raised above
a pH of 3, which can occur when the fluid comes
in contact with fresh water, precipitation of the
iron minerals occur.  This precipitation is Iron (III)
Hydroxide which clings to the rocks in the stream
or water body.   This precipitation will give the
stream an orange rust color, which is known as a
yellow boy stream.   Once this precipitation of the
Iron (III) Hydroxide occurs it tends to smother out
all aquatic life and disrupts the water bodies’ aquatic
ecosystem.   
There are several different treatment
methods for AMD.   A few treatments options are
lime neutralization, carbonate neutralization, and
construction of wetlands.   Lime neutralization is
done by applying lime that is dispersed into a tank
which contains acid mine drainage and recycled
sludge.   The two elements of this process will
increase the pH of the water to about 9. It is at this
pH that most toxic metals will become insoluble and
precipitate. Air may be introduced in this tank to
oxidize the iron and manganese and assist in their
precipitation. The resulting mixture is then sent to
a clarifier.  Once in the clarifier, clean water will be
discharged for release, the settled metal precipitates
will be recycled to the acid mine drainage treatment
tank.  
Carbonate neutralization occurs when
Limestone pellets are introduced into the water
body.  This can be done with limestone wire baskets
or dumping limestone ballast into the water body.  
Once the limestone enters the water a chemical
process begins which will raise the pH of the
water.   Wetlands construction is a third method of
treating AMD.  Artificial Wetlands, once they have
constructed will receive water with a pH reading of
1-800-653-PRWA
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about 6.5-7.5 which is known as neutral on the pH
scale.  The Iron (III) Hydroxide will precipitate out
after the pH is raised above 3, this is typically done
by a limestone-based treatment process.
Many of the coal mining discharges (just
under half) in Pennsylvania have a pH that is
generally in the alkaline range which is normally 8 or
above on the pH scale.  This is due to the abundance
of Limestone that naturally occurs and comes in
contact with the AMD and raises the pH.
I hope I could shed some light on Acid Mine
Drainage; it’s usually something that people don’t
think about unless they are dealing with it.  I hope
everyone has a safe and happy spring season.  Just
take a minute to stop, look around, and enjoy the
sights.  Spring is here.

Sources
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acid_mine_drainage
http://www.wvu.edu/~agexten/landrec/treatment.htm
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Puzzle Answers:
Pennsylvania Firsts Word Jumble
1. SLINKY
2. ZIPPO
3. REVOLVING DOOR
4. PRETZEL
5. BANANA SPLIT
6. BINGO
FINAL ANSWER:
FIRE HYDRANT
PRWA is proud of our profession and
proud of Pennsylvania! Join your friends
at the PRWA Annual Conference and
attend the Taste of Excellence Closing
Celebration on Thursday evening when we’ll
celebrate those who go above and beyond
to help make Pennsylvania the greatest
state to call home!
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continued from page 53
(not limited to chlorine) and security measures that are
most likely already in place or possibly less expensive
to implement than the cost of switching to a new
method of disinfection. As actual safety and security
information is presented more accurately, alternative
forms of disinfection are likely to be added to the list
of chemicals of concern, making any switch a costly
decision that may only provide temporary relief from
regulatory influence.
A second issue of concern with the Department
of Homeland Security is prevention of intentional
contamination of the water supply. Chlorine gas,
sealed in pressurized containers, is virtually impossible
to contaminate. Large vessels containing sodium or
calcium hypochlorite do not offer the same degree
of security since they are continuously being refilled
on site. A history of accidents due to unintentional
mixing of chemicals raises serious concern about the
possibility of intentional contamination by those who
may wish to do our people harm.
The Gas Chlorine Education Committee
(GCEC) often receives questions that reveal that
misinformation is being propagated to influence gas
chlorine users to make a change based on fear. For
example, a fruit and vegetable farmer in Ohio told
the GCEC that an individual claiming to be from the
Department of Homeland Security came to his farm and
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said that a $2,000 permit would be required for storing
gas chlorine. An equipment sales company in King
County, Washington was told that the fire department
refuses to respond to emergencies involving chlorine
gas – even if the cylinders are merely on site. Both
the HAZMAT team leader and the fire department
contact said the story was “ridiculous, because it goes
against the very reason for an emergency responder’s
existence.” But, as a result of false and misleading
information, end users are making a decision that could
have dire consequences in terms of cost, reliability and
perhaps even safety.
In one example reported by a chemical accident
investigator, “a municipal water treatment company
decided to switch from chlorine gas (Cl2) disinfectant
to liquid 12.5% sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl). Part of
the motivation for the switch was to avoid the OSHA
Process Safety Management (29 CFR 1910.119)
requirement for a Process Hazard Analysis. They also
believed the liquid would be safer than the chlorine gas.
Someone in management decided that they could reuse
a liquid fertilizer tank for the sodium hypochlorite,
most likely to save a few dollars on a new tank.” Upon
the addition of sodium hypochlorite, the tank exploded.
“The site supervisor and other employees present were
seriously injured. The site supervisor died within about
48 hours. The injured employees sued the trucking
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company as well as their employer.”(9)
Many environmentalists are opposed to
chlorine gas as well. Chlorine compounds can
negatively effect the earth’s environment. However,
the primary source of harmful chlorine gas is not the
pure chlorine gas used for water disinfection. Chlorine
is emitted from oceans and volcanoes in the form of
hydrochloric acid (HCl). These naturally-derived
chlorine atoms are added to man-produced chlorine
present in the stratosphere, the source of which is
primarily CFC’s. CFCs, first synthesized in 1928,
were widely used in the manufacture of aerosol sprays,
blowing agents for foams and packing materials, as
solvents, and as refrigerants. Nontoxic and safe to
use in most applications, CFCs are harmless in the
lower atmosphere. However, in the upper atmosphere,
ultraviolet radiation breaks down CFCs, releasing
chlorine into the atmosphere. Chlorine interacts with
ozone and damages the ozone layer. (10) Chlorine gas
used for water treatment is held in containers and not
released into the atmosphere. However, hypochlorites,
such as bleach, typically begin to degrade and
release gas chlorine from the moment the materials
are manufactured. Damage to the environment due
to chlorine release into waterways after treating
wastewater can be easily managed with use of sulfur

WWW.PRWA.COM

dioxide to remove residual chlorine. Finally, lower
overall energy costs from manufacturing, shipping
and daily operational use, make chorine gas a truly
green technology when compared to other forms of
disinfection.
Many surveys conducted over the past several
years, and a very recent (2008) survey completed by
AWWA, indicate that the majority of operations still
use gas chlorine. (11) Before making a change, water
and waste treatment operations should consider such
factors as water quality, operating cost, risks associated
with a different technology and ease of operation.
Simply stated, it is important to make an informed
decision rather than one that is based on fear and
falsehood.
(1) American Assoc. of Poison Control Center Data, 2008
(2) Connel, Gerald F., From Hypo to Gas – A Leap Forward, National
Rural Water Magazine, Vol.29, No.3., 2008
(3) dpa German Press Agency
(4) Water Industry Operators Assoc. Australia 2004 Conference Paper
Chlorine Gas vs. Sodium Hypochlorite, Teresa Travaglia, Orica www.
wioa.org.au
(5) The Chlorine Institute, Inc. website www.cl2.com , G. Trojak/jgm
(6) http://www.firemarshals.org/issues/catastrophic/index.html
(7) www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm5228a3.htm
(8) New York Times, Sep. 12, 2007 and New York Times, Sep. 21,
2007
(9) www.chemaxx.com/explosion16b.htm
(10) www.epa.gov/Ozone/science/sc_fact.html
(11) 2008 AWWA Annual Conference, Atlanta, GA
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Are you ready to see a
big 'bloom' in business
this season?
PRWA can help!
Opportunities Available ONLY to
PRWA Associates:
Advertise in the Keystone Tap, delivered
to 1,500 readers four times per year
Sponsor a PRWA Event in the Spring,
Summer & Fall
Include your flyer in each Semi-Annual
Membership Mail-Out
Reach over 1,000 water and wastewater
systems throughout the year

Ask Andrea about
advertising specials
available right now!
814-353-9302 ext, 105

amurrell@prwa.com

Dear Readers,
Did you know you can contribute to The
Keystone Tap?  We look forward to including
your articles about the water and wastewater  
industry, legislation, new products and
services, and individuals that have made a
difference in their community that would
be of interest to our readers.   Articles and
photos from both Systems and Associates are
encouraged!  Submissions can be made to
amurrell@prwa.com.  Thank You!
WWW.PRWA.COM
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PRWA Membership: Always ready to SPRING into action
to save your system time and money!

Thank You For Joining! Questions about membership?
Visit www.prwa.com/promise or call 1-800-653-7792!
Dues and other contributions to local, state or national associations are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income
purposes.  Association dues may be deductible as professional or business expenses to the extent allowable by law.

PRWA STORE

FOR SALE
Belt Buckle

$15.00

Blanket

$15.00

Duffle Bag

$12.00

Hat, Blue / Tan

$8.00

Hat, Camouflage

$10.00

Hat, Water Dept

$13.00

License Plate

$3.00

Lunch Bag Cooler

$7.00

T-Shirt, Safety Green

$8.00

Sweatshirt

$17.00

Warning Sign, Plastic

$4.50

Warning Sign, Hydrant

$4.50

Warning Sign, Sticker

$4.00

* Prices include shipping
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